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Abstract
The collective, anisotropic expansion of the medium created in ultrarelativistic heavy-
ion collisions, known as flow, is characterized through a Fourier expansion of the
final-state azimuthal particle density. In the Fourier expansion, flow harmonic coef-
ficients vn correspond to shape components in the final-state particle density, which
are a consequence of similar spatial anisotropies in the initial-state transverse energy
density of a collision. Flow harmonic fluctuations are studied for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV using the CMS detector at the CERN LHC. Flow harmonic prob-
ability distributions p(vn) are obtained using particles with 0.3 < pT < 3.0 GeV/c
and |η |< 1.0 by removing finite-multiplicity resolution effects from the observed az-
imuthal particle density through an unfolding procedure. Cumulant elliptic flow har-
monics (n = 2) are determined from the moments of the unfolded p(v2) distributions
and used to construct observables in 5% wide centrality bins up to 60% that relate
to the initial-state spatial anisotropy. Hydrodynamic models predict that fluctuations
in the initial-state transverse energy density will lead to a non-Gaussian component
in the elliptic flow probability distributions that manifests as a negative skewness. A
statistically significant negative skewness is observed for all centrality bins as evi-
denced by a splitting between the higher-order cumulant elliptic flow harmonics. The
unfolded p(v2) distributions are transformed assuming a linear relationship between
the initial-state spatial anisotropy and final-state flow and are fitted with elliptic power
law and Bessel Gaussian parametrizations to infer information on the nature of initial-
state fluctuations. The elliptic power law parametrization is found to provide a more
accurate description of the fluctuations than the Bessel-Gaussian parametrization. In
iii
addition, the event-shape engineering technique, where events are further divided into
classes based on an observed ellipticity, is used to study fluctuation-driven differences
in the initial-state spatial anisotropy for a given collision centrality that would other-
wise be destroyed by event-averaging techniques. Correlations between the first and
second moments of p(vn) distributions and event ellipticity are measured for harmonic
orders n = 2−4 by coupling event-shape engineering to the unfolding technique.
iv
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Ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) create a hot, dense state of matter that consists of strongly-interacting
quarks and gluons, the so-called Quark-Gluon Plasma [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In early theoretical devel-
opments, the QGP was believed to behave as a gas, but has since been shown to instead behave as
a nearly perfect fluid [1, 2, 3, 4]. This fluid behavior mostly preserves shape components in the
overlap region of the two colliding nuclei, which are reflected in the final-state particle spectra.
These shape components are characterized using a Fourier expansion of the initial-state transverse
energy density profile and final-state azimuthal particle density, respectively. For non-central col-
lisions, the lenticular shape of the overlap region, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, results in a dominant
second-order term in the Fourier expansion. The second-order terms corresponds to an elliptic
shape and, for the final-state spectra, is referred to elliptic flow.
Since the colliding nuclei are quantum systems, the positions of the nucleons within each nu-
cleus fluctuate on a collision-by-collision basis. These quantum fluctuations result in drastically
different initial-state shape components for collisions with same impact parameters. Quantum fluc-
tuations additionally allow for stronger contributions from higher-order Fourier components, such
as the third-order (triangular) term. Given that the largest contribution to the uncertainties in theo-
retical predictions of heavy-ion collisions come from an imprecise knowledge of the physics of the
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Figure 1.1: (Left) A Glauber simulation [88, 89, 90] of a PbPb collision at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with
a strong elliptic shape. A solid black line illustrates the dominant second-order term in the Fourier
expansion. (Right) A CMS event display of a PbPb collision at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with a strong
elliptic shape in the final-state azimuthal particle density. A white line illustrated the dominant
second-order term in the Fourier expansion.
initial stages, this begs the question: can these initial-state spatial fluctuations be quantified exper-
imentally and how can this information be used to constrain the theoretical understanding of the
physics governing the early stages of the QGP? To answer this question, the nature of the initial-
state spatial fluctuations is studied in this thesis through detailed inspection of the event-by-event
fluctuation of the final-state Fourier components. The following sections provide an introduction
to the theory behind ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions and how experiments today are probing
their properties.
1.1 Quantum chromodynamics
Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) [7] is the theory that governs strong interactions, i.e., inter-
actions between quarks and gluons. Quarks and gluons are the building blocks of the protons and
neutrons that form the structures of atoms and molecules we observe in the universe today. In
QCD field theory, quarks and gluons carry “color” charge and the strength of strong interactions is
2
described by the strong coupling constant
αs(|q2|) =
12π




where n is the number of color charges, f is the number of quark flavors, q is the momentum trans-
fer of an interaction, and ΛQCD defines the scale of QCD [8, 9]. As can be seen from Eq. (1.1) αs
is dependent on the momentum transfer of the interaction, meaning that αs is a running coupling
constant (see Fig. 1.2). One of the greatest successes of QCD is the concept of asymptotic free-
dom [8, 9], which states that at short distances, or large energies, quarks and gluons are weakly
bound. In this regime, perturbative QCD becomes a valid theory for predicting observables through
an expansion of processes in increasing orders of αs. Conversely, at long distances and low ener-
gies, the coupling strength between color charges becomes increasingly strong, to the point where
new particles will be pulled from the vacuum in order to screen any isolated color charge; this












αs(MZ ) = 0.1171±0.00750.0050 (3-jet mass)










Figure 1.2: Overview of the measurements of the running strong coupling from experiments using
a variety of collision systems and energies [11].
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Despite the numerous successes of numerical lattice QCD calculations [12] (e.g., describing the
hadron spectrum [13]), there are still aspects of standard QCD matter where analytical understand-
ing is lacking. For example, the concepts of confinement and chiral symmetry breaking [14] lack
rigorous theoretical understanding. In order to gain further insight into these concepts, QCD mat-
ter can be studied under extreme temperature and density conditions, where asymptotic freedom
is approximately valid and chiral symmetry is nearly restored, and by probing the phase boundary
with normal QCD matter. A schematic of the QCD phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3. Rela-
tivistic heavy-ion colliders are today exploring QCD matter in the limit of asymptotic freedom by
producing a phase of QCD matter known as the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP).
Figure 1.3: QCD matter phase diagram [15].
1.2 Quark gluon plasma
Lattice QCD calculations predict the formation of a QGP at energy densities ε ∼ 1 GeV/fm3 [16].
Heavy-ion collisions at the BNL RHIC and the CERN LHC produce energy densities well above
this threshold, on the order of 14 GeV/fm3 [17]. The first measurements at RHIC showed that
azimuthal anisotropies in the final-state particle spectra can be reproduced using relativistic hy-
4
drodynamics. This discovery implied that the formation of the QGP phase happens at extremely
short time scales and the QGP medium reaches a local thermal equilibrium on a similar time scale.
Moreover, since the final-state particle spectra anisotropies resemble initial-state shape compo-
nents in the overlap geometry of the collisions, the ratio of the shear viscosity to entropy density
of the medium must be small. This means that initial-state information is mostly preserved as the
medium evolves in time. Additional observations of this medium have shown a strong suppression
of high-energy back-to-back partons, an effect not present in scaled-up “QCD vacuum” states such
as achieved with proton-on-proton (pp) collisions. These observations suggest that the partons are
interacting strongly with the produced medium and losing energy as a result. In a similar vein,
a suppression of quarkonia bound states (qq̄) is observed relative to QCD vacuum states. This
suppression is one of the earliest predicted signatures of the QGP [18]. Moreover, the enhance-
ment of final-state particles carrying a strange quark is a strong signature of the QGP, as strange
quarks are predicted to reach chemical equilibrium faster in the presence of a QGP than with a
QCD vacuum [19].
1.3 Heavy-ion collisions
Experiments colliding heavy ions at relativistic velocities date back to the 1970’s at Lawrence
Berkley National Laboratory. Here, the Bevatron was capable of accelerating beams of heavy
ions (deuterons, alpha particles, and Nitrogen) to energies of ∼2 GeV/A to collide with fixed
targets [20]. Much later, in the 1980’s, two machines capable of accelerating heavy ions to higher
energies came online. The first was the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL), which was a fixed target facility capable of accelerating heavy ions
(e.g., 16O and 28Si) to energies of∼15 GeV/A [21]. The second was the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). The SPS facility was also home
to fixed-target experiments and was capable of accelerating a wider spectrum of heavy ions (up to
Pb) to energies of ∼200 GeV/A [22]. Presently there are two colliders in the world carrying out
ultrarelativistic heavy-ion experiments, the BNL RHIC and the CERN LHC. The RHIC machine is
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capable of colliding a wide array of ions (up to U) to center-of-mass per colliding nucleon energies
of
√
sNN = 200 GeV [23]. The LHC operates at much larger center-of-mass energies, but limits its
scope to colliding lead-on-lead (PbPb) or proton-on-lead (pPb) ions. For PbPb collisions, the LHC
is designed to reach a center-of-mass energy of
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV [24].
A collision between two heavy ions can be factorized into several stages, as depicted in Fig. 1.4.
A summary of each stage in terms of the Lorentz-invariant quantity proper time τ is as follows [25]:
Figure 1.4: Space-time representation of the evolution of a heavy-ion collision [25]. Time is
represented by the Lorentz-invariant quantity proper time τ =
√
t2− z2/c2, where z is the direction
of the ion’s momentum. Figure taken from Ref. [26].
• τ < 0 fm/c: Nuclei are circulating in the accelerator traveling at ultrarelativistic velocities.
As a consequence, the nuclei are Lorentz contracted in the longitudinal direction and appear
as “pancakes” in the laboratory frame of reference. For example Pb nuclei in the LHC at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV have a Lorentz γ-factor of ∼2700.
• 0 < τ . 1 fm/c: Nuclei collide and constituent partons are liberated in a series of hard
and soft processes. The terms “hard” and “soft” refer to the scale of the processes. Hard
processes are characterized by a relatively large momentum transfer or mass scale. By the
uncertainty principle, the time scale for such processes is on the order of the inverse of the
6
momentum transfer. Therefore, harder processes develop earlier in the collision. Liberated
partons rapidly approach local thermal equilibrium during this time.
• 1 . τ . 20 fm/c: The QGP phase is formed and remains in a local thermal equilibrium as it
expands and cools. The constituent partons are strongly interacting and the evolution of this
medium is described well using relativistic hydrodynamics. Eventually the system cools to
the point where partons coalesce back into hadrons.
• τ ∼ 20 fm/c: The mean free path of hadrons is now on the order of the size of the system and
interactions between the hadrons effectively cease. This stage is known as “hadron freeze
out.” The final state continues expanding until it is eventually picked up by detectors.
Experimentalists study the final-state particles and infer information about the various stages of
these collisions. The following sections provide descriptions of both the initial state of heavy-ion
collisions and examples of some of the important observables inspected in the final state.
1.3.1 The initial state
Precise understanding of the pre-collision and thermalization stages is one of the most fundamental
open problems in the study of the QGP. The question that remains to be answered fully is how
the initial state of an ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collision evolves into a system that is described
using hydrodynamics. Considering the pre-collision stage, deep inelastic scattering measurements
at HERA have shown that the density of partons within a nucleus rapidly grow with increasing
√
s [27]. The nucleus occupies a transverse area of SA = πR2A where RA is the nuclear radius, which
goes as RA ∼ A1/3. The uncertainty principle dictates that a parton with transverse momentum Q
occupies a length ∼ 1/Q and therefore an area ∼ 1/Q2. This area can be probed with a cross
section σ ∼ αs(Q2)/Q2, where αs(Q2) is the strong coupling constant. If the density of partons is









then the partons will begin to overlap and interact [28, 29, 30]. This effect is known as “gluon
saturation” and prevents parton densities from growing further. The momentum scale at which this
occurs is called the saturation scale. Beyond the precise knowledge of the nuclear wave functions
before the moment of impact, the underlying mechanism that causes the system to thermalize on
the order of 1 fm/c is unknown. Whether or not gluon saturation is present in the pre-collision state
and the mechanism for thermalization each have a direct consequence on the observables outlined
in the following section. Precision measurements of these final-state observables help to answer
the open questions on the nature of the initial state.
1.3.2 Final-state observables
Before an in-depth description of the observables, it is worth defining common variables in heavy-
ion measurements that comprise experimental observables. Detectors in high energy physics typi-
cally consist of two types of subsystems, trackers and calorimeters. Trackers are used to measure
the trajectories of charged particles emitted from collisions. When placed in a magnetic field, the
curvature of the trajectories provides a measurement of the charged particle momentum. The mo-
mentum component transverse to the beam direction is denoted by pT. Calorimeters are designed
with dense material to stop incident particles and measure their energy, typically through scintil-
lation. Transverse energy measured by a calorimeter is defined as ET = ∑i Ei sinθi, where Ei is
the energy measured by the ith calorimeter element and θi is the element’s polar angle measured
from the beam direction. The azimuthal angle φ is measured in the plane transverse to the beam
direction and, depending on the particle species, is measured using either a tracker or a calorime-
ter. In addition, the spatial coordinate pseudorapidity η is used to describe the polar angle θ and




. For more detailed information on the subsystems that comprise a
detector, see Chapter 3.
Given that nuclei are extended objects, the size of the interaction region in a collision is de-
pendent on the impact parameter b, which is defined as the distance between the centers of the
colliding nuclei. Since the impact parameter is not experimentally accessible, it is often estimated
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by the transverse energy deposited in the detector, which is expected to increase monotonically
with system size (decreasing b). The transverse energy for this estimate is measured usually in
the forward region to avoid autocorrelations with other measurements. The observable “central-
ity” is defined as a percentile of the total nucleus-nucleus cross section (as measured by forward
calorimeters) and is commonly reported as an estimate of the collision impact parameter [31].
1.3.2.1 Charged particle multiplicity
The measured final-state energy density can be related to the initial state of the medium in these
collisions. For example, measurements of charged particle multiplicity as a function of system
size are sensitive to the contribution from hard and soft scatterings during the collision. Final-state
multiplicity contributions are often modeled such that the particle yield from hard processes is
proportional to the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions, while the yield from soft processes is
proportional to the number of nucleons in the interaction region (participants) [32]:
dNch
dη
∝ ANpart +BNcoll. (1.3)
Charged particle density measurements provide a test case for how well the initial state can be
modeled in terms of competing processes. Theoretical models can be broken into two classes,
the first of which is a two-component model similar to Eq. (1.3) based on perturbative QCD
and soft processes [33, 34]. The second class consists of gluon saturation models with differ-
ent parametrizations of the gluon saturation scale. Figure 1.5 shows an example measurement by
the ALICE collaboration of the charged particle density at mid-rapidity (η = 0) as a function of
the average number of participants for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Here, various models
of initial-state contributions are fit to the data and a single model cannot be selected to capture the
behavior across all system sizes within the limit set by statistical uncertainties.
The scope of this measurement can be broadened by observing the particle density behavior
as a function of collision energy. Figure 1.6 shows an exponential increase in the particle density
9
Figure 1.5: Charged particle density at mid-rapidity measured by the ALICE collaboration [35] as
a function of the average number of participants for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Various
models of initial-state contributions (see Ref. [35]) are compared to the data and it is difficult to
select a single model to capture the behavior across all system sizes within the limit set by statistical
uncertainties.
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at midrapidity across several decades of collision energy and a variety of collision systems from
pp to central AA. The LHC era brings a steep rise in multiplicity, a feature that is qualitatively
understood by a significant increase in the number of hard processes that comes with an increase
in
√
sNN [36]. Regardless of collision energy, the Npart-scaled charged particle densities in AA
collisions are systematically larger than those in pp collisions. This observation indicates that the
charged particle densities in AA collisions cannot simply be described by charged particle densities
in pp collisions scaled by the number of participant nucleons.
Figure 1.6: Charged particle density at mid-rapidity measured as a function of center-of-mass
collision energy from Ref. [35] and references therein. Measurements are reported for a variety
of collision systems spanning from pp to central AA. Dotted lines represent power law fits to the
respective pp and AA trends.
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1.3.2.2 Correlations and flow
The QGP is found to behave as a nearly perfect fluid with a shear viscosity to entropy density ratio
η/s that is on the order of the lowest possible value for a quantum fluid [37, 38]. The fluid-like
properties of the QGP are inferred from studies of its collective phenomena, which are described
well using relativistic hydrodynamic models [39]. Large pressure gradients from strong interac-
tions and subsequent hydrodynamic evolution result in the transfer of spatial asymmetries in the
initial-state to a final-state anisotropy in momentum space for the emitted particles [40, 41]. This
momentum anisotropy is reflected in an azimuthally anisotropic outgoing particle density. While
the presence of a non-zero viscosity will degrade the correspondence between initial- and final-
state anisotropies [42, 39], studies of the azimuthal anisotropy of outgoing particle densities make
it possible to infer properties of the initial state of the medium as well as its transport properties
during its time evolution.
The spatial anisotropy in the initial-state transverse profile of the collision can be expanded
into Fourier-shape “eccentricity” harmonics ~εn [43], examples of which include elliptic (n = 2)
and triangular (n = 3) terms. While the overlapping geometry of the two nucleons results in a
dominant elliptic term for non-central collisions, quantum fluctuations of the transverse energy
density of a collisions cause the eccentricity vectors to fluctuate in magnitude and orientation with
respect to the plane defined by the beam direction and impact parameter (the reaction plane) on an
event-by-event basis [41, 44, 45]. The concept of initial-state fluctuations is the focus of this thesis
and is discussed further in Chapter 2.
Anisotropies in the initial-state density distribution result in an azimuthally anisotropic distri-








vn,x cosnφ + vn,y sinnφ
)
. (1.4)
In the Fourier expansion, vn denotes the magnitude of the nth-order flow vector ~vn ≡ (vn,x,vn,y)
with respect to the nth-order symmetry plane defined by Φn = 1n tan
−1 (vn,y/vn,x). Viscous hydro-
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dynamic calculations suggest that the vn coefficients scale linearly with εn for n ≤ 3 with propor-
tionality constants that are sensitive to properties of the medium such as the equation of state and
η/s [46, 47, 48].
With the dramatic increase in collision energy and experimental acceptance, measurements
of flow harmonic coefficients at the LHC have reached a new level of precision. Flow harmonic
coefficients from v2 to v6 have been measured using a variety of methods including event-plane
correlations [49], multi-particle correlations [50], and Lee Yang zeros (LYZ) [51, 52] to yield both
integrated and differential measurements in both transverse momentum pT and η . Figure 1.7 shows
examples of yield-weighted vn coefficient measurements by the CMS collaboration for particles
with 0.3 < pT < 3.0 GeV/c and |η | < 0.8 in PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV as a function
of centrality [53]. The harmonics show a hierarchy such that the v2 coefficient dominates while
the subsequent higher-order coefficient signals decrease with increasing n. This dampening of
higher orders is sensitive to the shear viscosity of the medium, where larger η/s values will further
suppress higher-order anisotropies.
The shear viscosity of the medium can be probed further by measuring the elliptic flow coeffi-
cients for different particle species. Such measurements have been carried out both at RHIC [54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60] and the LHC [61]. A mass ordering is observed at low pT (pT < 3 GeV/c)
such that lower mass particle species have a stronger v2 signal. This behavior is shown in Fig. 1.8
for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV and is attributed to an interplay between the collective
radial expansion of emitted particles (radial flow) and elliptic flow that alters v2 values according
to particle mass [61]. The mass ordering can be used in hydrodynamic model calculations to con-
strain the initial conditions and fluid properties of the medium. For example, model calculations
using VISHNU [62], a model that describes the expansion of the medium with viscous hydrody-
namics and the late hadron gas stage with the Boltzmann equation, show that smaller values of η/s
are more consistent with the observed mass ordering [61].
Beyond the low-pT flow region (pT < 3 GeV/c), measurements are extended to higher pT val-
ues where collective effects are no longer valid. In the high-pT region (pT > 10 GeV/c) non-zero
13
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Figure 1.7: Yield-weighted vn coefficient measurements by the CMS collaboration [53] for par-
ticles with 0.3 < pT < 3.0 GeV/c and |η | < 0.8 in PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV as as
a function of centrality. Measurements were obtained using event-plane correlations (vn {Ψm}),
m-particle correlations (vn {m}), and LYZ (vn {LYZ}).
flow signals are related to a path length difference for partons traversing the strongly interacting
medium [63]. This path length difference leads to varying energy losses for the partons [64]. Cou-
pling high-pT vn measurements to hard-probe measurements such as jet suppression (Sec. 1.3.2.3)
help to reveal subtleties by adding a path length dependence to the parton evolution through the
medium [65]. Figure 1.9 shows an example measurement by the CMS collaboration [63] of v2
coefficients up to 60 GeV/c for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Here it can be seen for all
centralities that there is a steep rise in flow signal up to 3 GeV/c that is well understood by collec-
tive hydrodynamics. As pT increases past the flow region, signals begin to fall at a rapid rate which
becomes more moderate around 10 GeV/c. A statistically significant non-zero signal is observed
for all centralities up to 40 GeV/c. Currently, there does not exist a model that can simultaneously
replicate v2 behavior at high pT and jet suppression. Further constraints of leading theoretical mod-
els can be made by including initial-state fluctuations in calculations. This information is obtained



















































Figure 1.8: Differential flow of for different particle species with |η | < 0.9 in PbPb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV as measured by the ALICE collaboration [61]. Behavior is shown for different
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Figure 1.9: Elliptic flow coefficients measured in PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV up to pT ≈
60 GeV/c by the CMS collaboration [63] for centralities up to 60% and |η | < 1. Elliptic flow
signals show a rise up to pT ≈ 3 GeV/c and then begin to rapidly decrease as pT extends past the
flow region.
In addition to flow measurements, spatial correlations between emitted particles are used to
probe early time scales in heavy-ion collisions. The observation of long-range particle correlations
in rapidity indicate a common origin in the initial stages of the medium [67]. The first observa-
tion of long range correlations came out of AuAu collisions at RHIC [68, 69]. Here, significant
correlations were observed in the (∆φ ,∆η) difference of particle pairs that extended over several
units of rapidity for ∆φ = 0◦ and 180◦. This behavior was given the name “the Ridge.” One of
the surprising results that came out of the LHC heavy-ion run was the observation of ridge-like
structures in high-multiplicity pPb and pp collisions [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. The formation of a
QGP phase was not expected in pPb collisions and, as a result, collective effects were not antic-
ipated in measurements. Figure 1.10 shows an example of the ridge behavior in pPb collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV as reported by the CMS collaboration [73]. This observation has sparked
great interest and has spawned much discussion on collectivity in small systems. The question
remains unanswered on whether or not a QGP phase is formed in high-multiplicity pPb and pp
16
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Figure 1.10: Two-particle correlations in (∆φ ,∆η) for high-multiplicity (Nch > 110) pPb events
at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV as reported by the CMS collaboration [73]. The ridge behavior is observed
when ∆φ ∼ 0 and correlations persist out at large ∆η values.
1.3.2.3 Hard probes
The name “hard probes” refers to particles whose origins lie in the hard scatterings during a colli-
sion. Hard probes of the medium created in a heavy-ion collisions include particles with large pT,
jets, and heavy-flavor mesons. These probes are a powerful tool to characterize the QGP medium
because they are created very early in a collision and the large scale in mass/energy/pT of these
probes places them in the realm of perturbative QCD. This, in turn, provides a solid theoretical
foundation to separate production mechanisms from medium effects. A common experimental ob-
servable employed to study effects from the presence of the medium is the nuclear modification
factor RAA [87]. In this observable, particle yields or cross sections are compared to a cases where
17















where each fraction contains a normalization factor in the denominator. In the case of particle
yields (Eq. (1.5), the fraction is normalized by 〈Ncoll〉 and for cross sections(Eq. (1.6) it is nor-
malized by the nuclear thickness function TAA = 〈Ncoll〉/σ inelasticpp . These normalization factors are
usually computed using a model tuned to the data such as the Glauber model [88, 89, 90]. With
these normalizations, the absence of medium effects will yield a ratio of 1.
The observed suppression of high pT particles was one of the measurements that motivated the
presence of a QGP in heavy-ion collisions [91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Figure 1.11 gives a comprehensive
overview of the charged particle yield nuclear modification factor, measured up to pT≈ 400 GeV/c,
as reported by the CMS collaboration [96] for a variety of collision systems and energies (and
experiments). The nuclear modification factor shows a characteristic behavior as a function of pT
across all independent measurements. A local maximum in RAA is observed at pT ≈ 2 GeV/c while
a local minimum is observed at pT ≈ 9 GeV/c. This behavior is qualitatively understood to be a
competition between several phenomena including radial flow (enhancement) [97], nuclear parton
distribution function effects (model dependent) [98], parton energy loss (suppression) [64], and the
Cronin effect (enhancement) [99, 100]. The Cronin effect is understood as a nuclear enhancement
of high-pT hadrons from multiple coherent nuclear interactions in the collision. Charged particle
RAA measurements provide a great test-case for competing models as the dependence on kinematic
variables like pT is sensitive to how well they balance these competing effects.
Perhaps one of the most important of the hard probes of the medium created in heavy-ion
collisions are jets. Jets are narrow cones of hadrons resulting from the fragmentation of a colored
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Figure 1.11: Comprehensive scan of particle production yields as measured by multiple experi-
ments across different beam energies and collision systems. Summary reported by the CMS col-
laboration, see Ref. [96] and references therein.
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to partons that can be properly defined [101]. Given the colored origins of jets, they make an
excellent tool to study the mechanisms of energy loss in and the density of the medium. The LHC
era brought fourth a new era of precision jet reconstruction with the increase in collision energy
and the dramatic increase in calorimeter acceptance. One of the first measurements to come out of
the LHC era was the energy imbalance of dijets and their distribution in azimuth [5, 6, 102]. The





where pT,1 is the transverse momentum of the “leading” jet (the jet with the largest ET) and pT,2
is the transverse momentum of the “subleading” jet (the largest ET jet in the hemisphere opposite
the leading jet). This measurement is shown in Fig. 1.12 by the ATLAS collaboration [5] for
PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Here, a significant increase in the energy imbalance is
observed without azimuthal decorrelation of the two jets. These measurements are considered
to be strong evidence of the QGP and also provide an estimate of the energy loss from medium




. Other measurements for jets include jet
RAA [103, 104, 105] which show a similar suppression as charged particles.
Similar to jets, heavy quarks also play an important role in characterizing the medium cre-
ated in heavy ion collisions. With a mass that is larger than the temperature of the medium
(kBT ≈ 300 MeV at LHC energies [108]), heavy quarks are neither created nor destroyed by
the medium, but solely by the initial hard scatterings of the collision. Therefore, heavy quarks
will experience both energy loss and collective flow of the medium. Studies of the yields and az-
imuthal anisotropies of heavy flavor bound states therefore shed light on both the thermalization
and hydrodynamic behavior of the medium. This is achieved by examining the nuclear modifica-
tion factor and elliptic flow of heavy flavor states, studies of which have been carried out both at
RHIC [109, 110] and the LHC [111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123].
Figure 1.13 shows an example of these measurements for D mesons (cq̄) by the ALICE collab-
oration at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [118]. Here, a statistically significant non-zero v2 is observed as a
function of pT and is complimented by a strong suppression of D meson states. The flow signal is
20
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Figure 1.12: Dijet energy asymmetry (Eq. (1.7)) measured by the ATLAS collaboration [5] for
PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV compared to pp collisions and HIJING+PYTHIA [106, 107]
simulations with the absence of jet quenching. Jet opening angle ∆φ is also presented to show that
there is a significant dijet energy imbalance without azimuthal decorrelation of the two jets. The
columns represent different centrality ranges, reported in percentages, where the trend moves from
peripheral (left) to central (right) collisions.
related to a difference in path length for quarks emitted in-plane or out-of-plane, resulting in differ-
ent energy losses for the quarks, and manifests as a final-state azimuthal anisotropy in momentum
space [124, 125]. The strong suppression of D mesons yields is also related to energy loss in the
medium, but adds a mass scale to the problem to provide further constraints. As can be seen in
the left and right panels of Fig. 1.13, the experimental uncertainties need to be reduced to better
constrain model calculations.
1.3.2.4 Quarkonia
One of the first predicted signatures of the QGP was the suppression of quarkonia bound states [18].
This suppression is a consequence of a screening of the color charge for quark-antiquark pairs sur-
rounded by a high density of colored partons in a strongly interacting medium. This color screening
results in a dissociation of the quark-antiquark pair and, at the time of hadronization, can lead to
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Figure 1.13: D meson RAA and v2 as measured by the ALICE collaboration at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV [118]. A statistically significant v2 signal is complimented by a strong suppression
of D meson states.
(e.g J/ψ and ψ(2S)) was first observed at SPS [126, 127, 128] and RHIC [129, 130]. However,
the observed suppression was not considered as definitive evidence for the QGP because there
are several competing mechanisms from cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects, which can alter the
production rate of charmonia states including:
• As the quark-antiquark pair escapes the environment, it undergoes multiple scatterings that
can result in a dissociation of the pair [131, 132, 133].
• The parton distribution function for a nucleon can be altered by the surrounding nucleons,
resulting in a modification of the gluon density within. This effect can alter the production
rate of heavy quarks within a collision [134, 135].
• There is evidence that points to a secondary production mechanism for quark-antiquark pairs
through a state of chemical equilibrium at the phase boundary of the QGP [136, 137, 138].
This production mechanism is known as “recombination” and can counterbalance suppres-
sion effects.
The LHC era brought forth an increase in statistics for charmonia states as well as access to
higher mass states such as bottomonia (bb̄). Quarkonia have been studied extensively by AL-
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ICE [139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 138, 145, 146, 147, 148, 121], CMS [148, 149, 150, 151, 122],
ATLAS [152, 153], and LHCb [154, 155].
Suppression of quarkonia states is often studied through the nuclear modification factor. Fig-
ure 1.14 provides an example measurement of the RAA for ϒ(1S) and ϒ(2S) states by the CMS
collaboration for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [156]. Here, a strong suppression of states
is observed as a function of centrality (reported in terms of Npart) with no indication of dependence
on pT or rapidity. Measurements by ALICE show a similar suppression for ϒ(1S) at forward ra-
pidity [147]. These measurements provide valuable input to help constrain theoretical models;
more precise measurements are needed to fully understand the observed suppressions and their
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(right) as measured by
the CMS collaboration for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [156].
In addition to studying medium effects, quarkonia states are also used to probe nuclear par-
ton distribution functions through ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs). A UPC is a non-hadronic
interaction where a photon emitted from one nucleus interacts with a target nucleus. In addi-
tion to colliding protons and nuclei, RHIC and the LHC also serve as photon-ion colliders. The
source of photons for these collisions is understood from the Weizsäcker-Williams approxima-
tion [160, 161], which relates the electric field of a point charge to a semi-classical flux of photons.
At relativistic velocities, electric field lines are Lorentz contracted and become increasingly dense
in the plane transverse to the momentum of the nucleus. A Fourier transform of the electric field
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results in a strong flux of photons in the same plane. These photons can interact with a target
nucleus coherently, where the nucleus is excited and remains intact, or incoherently, where the
excitation results in a dissociation of the nucleus. The measurement of coherent and incoherent
cross sections of charmonia states is a powerful tool in discriminating models for nuclear parton
distributions and what effects play an important role. This discriminatory power is illustrated in
Fig. 1.15 where measurements of coherent J/ψ photoproduction are shown with several initial-
state models [162, 163]. The two data points are able to successfully reject up to eight competing
models and have also provided the first experimental evidence for gluon shadowing [164].
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Figure 1.15: (Left) Coherent J/ψ photoproduction cross section as a function of rapidity as mea-
sured by ALICE in PbPb UPC collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [162]. The two data points
show a strong preference toward the AB-EPS09 model. (Right) Coherent J/ψ photoproduc-
tion cross section as a function of rapidity as measured by CMS in PbPb UPC collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [163]
1.4 The big picture
One of the major physics goals in heavy-ion collisions is to determine quantitative properties of the
QGP. While relativistic viscous hydrodynamics has been shown to be a successful tool to describe
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the bulk dynamics of the QGP, the equations governing these dynamics require an input initial
condition. Given the uncertainty in the physics governing the initial state of the collision, the
standard in the field today is to construct models of the initial stages of heavy-ion collisions based
on the physics that is known, propagate the assumed initial conditions using relativistic viscous
hydrodynamics, and use the agreement with final-state measurements to constrain the models.
The hydrodynamic evolution of the QGP is but one of the stages of a heavy-ion collision.
During the time evolution of a collision, there will come a point where the hydrodynamic descrip-
tion breaks down and kinetic models become more appropriate. The point at which this occurs
is around hadron freeze out. The modern approach to modeling heavy-ion collisions is to use
so-called “hybrid models” [165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171], which factorize a collision into
separate stages, each governed by different physics. As time propagates in the hybrid models,
there comes a point where two stages are approximately valid and the “final state” of the early
stage becomes the “initial state” for the subsequent stage. With this approach, constraining any
one stage of the model will affect the outcome of all subsequent stages. For example, when con-
sidering the initial-state spatial anisotropy in the transverse profile of the collision, the assumption
in what contributes to this anisotropy alters the collision eccentricity values. Assuming that the
sole source of the anisotropy is the participant nucleons of the collision leads to smaller predicted
eccentricity values than if the substructures of the nucleons were considered [170]. Moreover, the
presence gluon saturation will also affect the contribution to the eccentricity from the substructures
of nucleons [172, 173]. These, in turn, result in different values of the viscosity of the QGP medium
that are needed to match final-state flow measurements. As a consequence, other bulk observables
from the model will also be affected, such as final-state particle yields and the interactions of hard
probes with the medium.
In the hydrodynamic stage, the variables necessary to specify the initial conditions are the
energy density, flow velocity, and viscosity. To obtain these conditions, models make assumptions
on the following collision properties:
• The longitudinal profile: Is the longitudinal flow boost invariant and independent of the
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transverse expansion of the medium [174]?
• The transverse profile: What are the dominant sources of the initial azimuthal anisotropy?
Do the nucleon substructures contribute to this anisotropy and, if so, are gluon saturation
effects considered?
• The fluctuations in the transverse profile: What is the nature of the fluctuations, are they
Gaussian or not? Does the model account for these fluctuations at all?
• The total energy/entropy: What are the dominant sources of entropy production in the colli-
sion and do they match final-state particle production?
• The initial flow velocity distributions: What are the initial flow velocities in the transverse
and longitudinal profiles of the collisions?
Measurements performed in this thesis will have the largest impact on model assumptions made
on the anisotropy in the transverse profile a collision and its event-by-event fluctuations. This is
achieved by studying the probabilistic behavior of the final-state fluctuations in the flow harmonic
coefficients for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The inclusion of this fluctuation behavior
into models therefore provides additional constraints on the understanding of the initial state of
ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions.
Probability distributions that describe the event-by-event fluctuation of the elliptic flow har-




distributions using a statistical unfolding technique [175]. The moments of the unfolded distribu-
tions are used in a cumulant expansion [176, 50, 177] to construct cumulant flow harmonics. Hy-
drodynamic studies have shown that the cumulant elliptic flow harmonics can be directly related to
the cumulant ellipticity harmonics of the underlying p(ε2) distributions [178]. In addition, the cu-
mulant flow harmonics provide an estimate of the skewness of the elliptic flow probability distribu-
tions with respect to the reaction plane, a quantity that is sensitive to deviations from the Gaussian
model of eccentricity fluctuations [178, 44]. Precision measurements of cumulant elliptic flow har-
monics and skewness estimates are presented based on the moments of unfolded p(v2) distributions
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for 5% wide centrality bins, each with an integrated η (pT) range |η |< 1.0 (0.3 < pT < 3.0 GeV/c).
Unfolded distributions are transformed assuming a linear relationship between ellipticity and el-
liptic flow and fitted with Bessel-Gaussian and elliptic power law parametrizations to infer infor-
mation on the underlying ellipticity distributions. The unfolding technique is also coupled to the
event-shape engineering technique [179, 180], where events are further classified by their “shape”
observed in the forward region, to probe correlations amongst different-order harmonics.
1.5 Overview of this thesis
This thesis is organized into eight chapters designed to introduce the hot, dense QCD matter created
in heavy-ion collisions and probe in detail the aspect of initial-state spatial asymmetry fluctuations.
Following the introduction of this chapter, Chapter 2 further discusses the concept of initial-state
spatial asymmetry fluctuations and theoretical motivations for their study. Chapter 3 provides an
in-depth discussion of the experimental apparatus used, the CMS detector at the CERN LHC.
Chapter 4 discusses the acquisition of data for this analysis and the selection criteria used to sup-
press unrelated phenomena. Chapter 5 provides a detailed overview of the analysis technique used
to extract the distributions of elliptic flow harmonics. Chapter 6 outlines the systematic studies
used in this analysis to ascertain residual biases from unrelated physics phenomena. Chapter 7
presents the primary findings of this analysis in terms of the measured quantities and their physics
impact. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this analysis and discusses prospects for future
studies. Lastly, Appendix A provides a detailed derivation of the cumulant expansion for flow har-
monics, Appendix B gives prescriptions for deriving analytic response matrices, and Appendix C
contains a comprehensive set of plots that show the unfolding performance for all distributions




The observation of a non-zero average v3 value (Fig. 2.1, for example) at RHIC [41] was a clear
signal that the quantum nature of the overlap geometry of a heavy-ion collision has an impact on
the observed final-state particle anisotropies. Quantum fluctuations in the positions of the nucle-
ons and their substructure within the nucleus imply that, for a given impact parameter, the initial
profile of a collision cannot be described using a single eccentricity harmonic (Eq. (2.10)), but
rather a distribution of possible eccentricity harmonics εn→ p(εn). The importance of initial-state
eccentricity fluctuations was introduced in Sec. 1.3.2.2. Fluctuations can be studied by measuring
odd-order flow harmonics, as odd-order harmonics are expected to vanish in the absence of fluc-
tuations [181]. In addition, the distributions of event-by-event flow harmonic coefficients can be
used to infer information on the underlying eccentricity distributions [182].
For central to mid-central collisions, fluctuations in the participant eccentricity can be described















Here, 〈~εRPn 〉 represents the average eccentricity vector that is associated with the reaction plane
and δεn quantifies the fluctuations-induced “width” of the distribution. While this parametrization
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Figure 2.1: (Left) A Glauber simulation of a PbPb collisions with a strong ε3 signal A solid black
line illustrates the cos3φ triangular term in the Fourier decomposition. (Right) A CMS event
display of a PbPb collision with a strong v3 signal.
works well for central collisions, it fails to describe the fluctuation behavior in more peripheral
collisions [182, 183], as illustrated in Fig 2.2. If the flow response depends linearly on the partici-
pant eccentricity, the fluctuations of the flow vectors can be similarly described by a 2D Gaussian











where 〈~vRPn 〉 and δvn are flow analogs to the eccentricity parametrization described in Eq. (2.1). The
probability distribution of the magnitude of flow is obtained by integrating out the φ -dependence



























































(c) 2-D Gaussian (×0.6)



















Figure 2.2: (Left) The transverse distribution of participant eccentricity vectors for 40 000 periph-
eral events generated in Ref. [182] using the Monte-Carlo Glauber model. (Middle) A fit to the left
panel using an elliptic power law parametrization (Eq. (2.14)). (Right) A fit to the left panel using
a 2D Gaussian parametrization (Eq. (2.1)). Here, the elliptic power law parametrization provides
a better description of the distribution of participant eccentricity vectors.
Properties of p(vn) distributions have been inferred from studies using event-averaged values.
For example, m-particle azimuthal correlation measurements are commonly used to probe the mo-
ments of p(vn) distributions. Within a m-particle correlation analysis the cosine average of all
combinations of m particles in an event is calculated and, in the absence of “non-flow” effects such















where 2k = m. The m-particle azimuthal correlation analysis is extended with a cumulant ex-
pansion to construct cumulant flow harmonics [176, 50, 177]. Cumulants are a set of quantities
that describe the behavior of a probability distribution and are determined by the moments of the
distribution. Cumulants are obtained through a series expansion of the “cumulant-generating func-
tion” [185], which is shown for an arbitrary probability distribution in Appendix A. The cumulant-
generating function is built from the natural logarithm of the “moment-generating function,” which,
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in this case, is Fourier-Laplace transform of the~vn vectors from Eq. (1.4) [178],








where~k is a generic vector and Mn(~k)≡ 〈e
~k·~vn〉 is the moment-generating function. When consid-
ering the magnitude of flow, the moment-generating function is first integrated over the azimuthal
angle before building the cumulant-generating function. The mth order cumulant flow harmonic is













The cumulant expansion has the advantage compared to using the moments of the m-particle az-
imuthal correlations in that cumulants of higher orders naturally eliminate correlations of a lower
order [177]. In other words, higher-order cumulant measurements naturally suppress non-flow cor-
relations and provide more robust flow measurements. The first non-vanishing orders of cumulant
flow harmonics are [44]:














The cumulant flow harmonics are derived assuming that the underlying fluctuation behavior is





〈vRPn 〉2 +2δ 2vn, k = 1
〈vRPn 〉, k > 1
. (2.8)
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A detailed derivation of the cumulant flow harmonics from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) is show in Ap-
pendix A.
The initial-state eccentricity values are obtained similarly through a cumulant expansion of the



























where εn and Φn denote the amplitudes and phases of the nth-order eccentricity, respectively, and
curly brackets denote averages over the transverse entropy density in a single event.
Recently, the ATLAS collaboration introduced a new experimental method to extract the p(vn)
probability distribution directly using an unfolding technique [175], allowing for detailed studies
of the behavior of flow (and, ultimately, eccentricity) fluctuations through precise extraction of the
cumulants. The observation that vn {4} ≈ vn {6} ≈ vn {8} in PbPb collisions suggests that the flow
fluctuations are nearly Gaussian in nature [44, 187, 188, 189]. However, there is great interest in
the field to observe a breakdown in the Gaussian model of fluctuations, as this behavior is predicted
by hydrodynamic models [178, 190]. A fine-structure splitting between vn {4} and vn {6} has been
observed by ATLAS based on direct m-particle cumulant measurements [189].
In a recent hydrodynamic study [178], p(v2) distributions were found to have a negative skew-
ness with respect to the reaction plane, which results from the fluctuating initial-state ellipticities
and a linear flow response. Within this hydrodynamic study, skewness estimates were derived from
the p(v2) distributions obtained by ATLAS for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV energies [175].
While the theoretical predictions were consistent with the derived skewness, the derived results
contain large statistical uncertainties. A direct measurement of the skewness estimate is needed to
constrain experimental uncertainties. A non-zero skewness with respect to the reaction plane is a
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signature of non-Gaussian fluctuations. The standardized skewness used to express this deviation











where the flow harmonics are determined with respect to the reaction plane. Since this plane is not
experimentally accessible, it was proposed in Ref. [178] to estimate the standardized skewness of






v2 {4}− v2 {6}(
v2 {2}2− v2 {4}2
)3/2 . (2.12)
Hydrodynamic calculations find this estimate to be in good agreement with the actual skewness up
to 60% centrality [178].
Beyond the extraction of cumulants from the moments of p(vn) distributions, the distributions
themselves can be used to infer the nature of p(εn) distributions. If the flow response is assumed to
be linear with vn = kn εn, then functional parametrizations of p(εn) can be transformed and fitted






= kn p(vn), (2.13)
where kn is the flow response coefficient. One particular parametrization that has gained theoretical











where ε0 is approximately equal to the mean eccentricity with respect to the reaction plane and α
describes the size of the eccentricity fluctuations. This function is a result of the assumption that the
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initial energy density profile of the collision is a superposition of N point-like, independent sources,
with the α term being approximately proportional to N. The elliptic power law parametrization
was shown to describe the eccentricity distributions in pp, pPb, and PbPb collisions well using
the MC-Glauber and MC-KLN initial-state models [45]. In cases where α  1 and ε0  1 the
universal elliptic power law distribution reduces to a Bessel-Gaussian distribution.
Beyond the m-particle correlation analysis, there exist different experimental techniques that
probe moments of the underlying p(vn) fluctuation behavior. For example, the scalar product
method [192, 193] for flow analysis provides an unambiguous measure of the root-mean-square
(RMS) of the underlying p(vn) distribution, while the event-plane method mentioned in Sec. 1.3.2.2
provides a measure of a flow value between the mean and the RMS of the underlying p(vn) dis-
tribution. While these techniques are standard in flow measurements, the unfolding technique
outlined in Chapter 5 measures the event-by-event flow harmonic coefficient fluctuation behavior




3.1 The LHC machine
The LHC is a 26.7 km circumference accelerator located ∼100 m underground between the Swiss
and French border at CERN. Since the discovery of the Higgs in 2012 [194, 195], the primary
focus of the LHC has shifted towards revealing physics beyond the Standard Model. The LHC is
designed to reach center-of-mass energies up to 14 TeV for pp collisions. To study exotic events
with high precision, the LHC aims for a peak luminosity of L = 1034 cm2s−1 [196]. The number
of events produced per unit time for a given process is given by
dNEvents
dt
= Lσ , (3.1)
where L is the machine luminosity and σ is the cross section for the process of interest. The
machine luminosity is dependent on parameters related to the beam profile. For a Gaussian beam






where Nb is the number of particles within a bunch, nb is the number of bunches per beam, which
is driven by the spacing between bunches in the accelerator, frev is the revolution frequency for
a bunch, γr is the relativistic gamma factor, εn is the normalized transverse beam emittance, F is
a reduction factor from the non-zero crossing angle at the collision point, and β ∗ determines the
transverse beam size at the collision point.
The collision rate at the LHC is driven by the spacing between bunches in the accelerator. At
peak operating conditions bunch spacing can be as small as 25 ns [196]. Bunches are first formed
Figure 3.1: A schematic view of the LHC ring and the contents of its octants. Schematic taken
from Ref. [196].
in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) at CERN and accelerated up to 26 GeV/A in energy. Bunches are
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then passed to a secondary loop, SPS, where they are accelerated up to 450 GeV/A. After SPS,
bunches are finally fed into the LHC where they undergo a final acceleration up to the current
operational energy (13 TeV for pp, 5.02 TeV for PbPb, and 8.16 TeV for pPb). There are four
points in the LHC ring where bunches collide and the main experiments sit, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.
Two of experiments are general-purpose detectors, CMS and ATLAS, designed to operate at the
peak LHC luminosity. The remaining experiments are specialized detectors, LHCb and ALICE,
designed to study B-physics and heavy-ion physics, respectively.
The LHC primarily operates colliding protons to achieve its physics goals. However, on the
order of one month out of the year, it switches to colliding PbPb or pPb bunches to study high
density QCD physics [197, 198]. This thesis focuses on PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
as recorded by the CMS experiment during the 2015 year run. A detailed overview of the CMS
detector is provided in subsequent sections.
3.2 The CMS detector
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a general-purpose detector located at interaction point 5
on the LHC ring in Cessey, France. In the early conceptual designs for the experiment, one of
the driving goals was to achieve a precise measurement of the momentum of muons. To achieve
this goal, CMS uses a 13 m long, 5.9 m inner diameter super conducting solenoid capable of
producing a 4 T magnetic field. This powerful magnetic field provides the bending power necessary
to measure high-momentum (TeV scale) muons. The CMS detector is cylindrical in shape, having
a length of 21.6 m and a diameter of 14.6 m [199]. Overall, the detector weighs 12 500 tons. A
schematic drawing of the detector is given in Fig. 3.2.
CMS uses a global coordinate system oriented such that the x-axis points toward the center
of the LHC ring, the y-axis points vertically upward, and the z-axis points in the direction of the
beam. The radial coordinate r as well as the azimuthal angle φ from the x-axis are measured in the
xy plane. The Lorentz-invariant spatial coordinate η , as defined in Sec. 1.3.2, is used instead of the
polar angle θ to specify the direction of outgoing particles.
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Figure 3.2: A full-scale view of the CMS detector and its subsystems. The ZDCs and CASTOR
calorimeters are not shown in this figure. Figure taken from Ref. [199].
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The inner bore of the solenoid is large enough to include multiple subsystems to extend the
detection capabilities of the experiment. With that, CMS is organized into an onion-like structure
with different layers of detection technologies. Within the magnet, closest to the beam line, sits
the silicon tracking system. The silicon tracker is designed to measure the trajectories of a large
volume of charged particles emitted in a collision with extreme precision. Occupying the layer
surrounding the tracking system is an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The ECAL system
uses lead tungstate crystals to initiate showers of light from incident electrons and photons. This
scintillation light is collected and used to measure the energy and position of the incident parti-
cles. A hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is positioned in the next layer surrounding ECAL. Similar
to ECAL, HCAL uses brass scintillator plates to initiate showers of light from incident hadrons
(mostly pions) and measure their positions and energies. The silicon tacker, ECAL, and HCAL
occupy the volume of the bore of the magnet, but there exists one additional layer outside the mag-
net containing the muon systems. Embedded within the steel return yoke of the magnet are muon
chambers utilizing various detection technologies capable of extending the trajectories of muons
beyond those measured by the tracking system. Each of these subsystems compose the central
CMS detector and consist of a central cylindrical shell (“barrel”) hermetically sealed by circular
disks (“endcaps”) that provide full azimuthal acceptance and a wide coverage in η .
In addition to the barrel and endcap systems, CMS has several extensions to measure energy in
the very forward region. Beyond the reach of the endcaps of HCAL sit forward hadronic calorime-
ters (HFs) that use iron and quartz fibers to initiate and measure scintillation of incident hadrons.
Moving further forward, on the negative-η side of the experiment, is the Centauro And Strange
Object Research (CASTOR) calorimeter that uses alternating tungsten and quartz plates to mea-
sure the energy of both electromagnetic and hadronic particles traversing the calorimeter. Lastly,
sitting ±140 m from the center of CMS sit the Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDCs). The ZDCs
use alternating plates of tungsten and quartz fibers to measure very forward photons and neutrons
resulting from hard scattering, electromagnetic, and diffractive events. All subsystems of the CMS
detector are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
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3.2.1 Tracker
The CMS tracker occupies a cylindrical volume 5.8 m in length and 2.5 m in diameter, with its axis
closely aligned to the LHC beam line. The tracker utilizes both silicon pixel and strip technologies
to measure charged particle trajectories with extreme precision. A schematic slice of the CMS









































Figure 3.3: Schematic view of the silicon tracking system in the CMS detector. Schematic taken
from Ref. [200]. Bold blue lines denote double-sided strip modules.
The pixel tracker consists of 1440 modules organized into three coaxial barrel layers located
at radii of 4.4, 7.3, and 10.2 cm. The barrel layers are complimented by two endcap disks on
both sides of the barrel located at |z| = 34.5 cm and 46.5 cm from the origin. The pixel detector
measures the interaction of charged particles with its sensors and records these “hits” in the three
dimensions. Each hit has a measurement resolution of ∼ 10 µm and 20–40 µm in the transverse
and longitudinal directions, respectively [200].
Surrounding the pixel tracker is the strip tracker, which extends out to a radius of 110 cm.
The strip tracker consists of 15 148 silicon strip modules organized into 10 coaxial barrel layers
complimented by three small and nine large endcap disks. The strip tracker is comprised of four
subsystems: the Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB), the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB), the Tracker Inner
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Disks (TID), and the Tracker EndCaps (TEC). The TIB and TID are located within r < 55 cm and
|z|< 118 cm. The TIB consists of four concentric barrel layers (staggered modules comprise one
layer in Fig. 3.3) while the TID provide three disks on each end of the TIB. Both the TIB and
TID provide hit measurements in rφ with a resolution between 13–38 µm. The TOB is located
at r > 55 cm and |z| < 118 cm with six concentric barrel layers. The TEC are located between
124 < |z| < 282 cm and consist of nine disks. Each of the disks contain up to seven concentric
rings of strip modules. Both the TOB and TEC provide hit measurements in rφ with resolutions
between 18–47 µm.
Hit position resolutions are studied through simulation. Events are first generated containing
the “true” trajectories for each particle and then reconstructed using GEANT4 [201] to mimic
detector effects as the particles traverse through the material. Resolutions are estimated by exam-
ining track residuals, which are the differences between reconstructed track parameters and the
generated track parameters. For all track parameters, the resolution is defined as the half-width of
the distribution of track residuals centered at the most probable value of the residuals. Residuals
are binned in the η and φ of the generated tracks to explore the location resolution of the tracker
based on the technology used to detect hits and the arrangement of the modules. An example of
the pT resolution for single isolated pions as a function of η is shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.2.1.1 The prompt calibration loop
To ensure a higher quality of data, CMS uses a low-latency series of calibration workflows that run
immediately after data is collected. This series of workflows is known as the Prompt Calibration
Loop (PCL) and is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. As data are collected, the main physics dataset is stored
on a disk buffer for up to 48 hours. At the same time, a subset of the physics data is siphoned off
into “Express” and “Calibration” streams. These streams undergo reconstruction that takes on the
order of two hours and are input into various calibration workflows that determine near real-time
conditions of the detector. Workflows that are run during the PCL include: beamspot, silicon-strip
bad-channel, silicon-strip gains, and silicon-pixel-large-structure alignment calibrations. Part of
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Figure 3.4: Resolution in pT as a function of pseudorapidity for single isolated pions with pT of 1,
10, and 100 GeV. For each bin in η , the closed (open) symbols represent the half-width for 68%
(90%) confidence intervals, where points are centered at the mode of the distribution of residuals.
Plot taken from Ref. [200].
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the work of this thesis was to build the streams for beamspot and alignment calibration workflows
in terms of the types of events and the statistics needed for a reliable calibration. The details of this
work are discussed further in Secs. 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.1.3.
Upon completion of the calibration workflows, updated conditions are then stored in an offline
conditions database to be accessed at a later time for analysis purposes. After 48 hours, the pri-
mary physics dataset is released to undergo “prompt reconstruction” that utilizes the most recent
detector calibrations. This workflow allows for analyses to be run quickly over a well-calibrated
dataset. In addition, special skims are created over the physics datasets, dropping a majority of the
event content irrelevant to detector calibrations, and stored at CERN for more detailed “offline”
calibrations.
Figure 3.5: The prompt calibration loop: The main physics dataset is stored on a disk buffer for up
to 48 hours. Subsets of the data undergo fast reconstruction and are input to calibration algorithms.
The resulting conditions are stored in an offline conditions database to be used in the reconstruction
of the physics dataset. Schematic taken from Ref. [202].
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3.2.1.2 Beamspot calibration
The three-dimensional (3D) profile of the luminous region surrounding the interaction point in the
CMS detector is referred to the beamspot. As an accelerator operates at higher luminosities, the
probability of bunch crossings with multiple interactions (pileup events) becomes more significant.
Within each pileup event, the positions of all interactions (pp, pA, or AA) are called primary ver-
tices. The centroid of the beamspot gives reconstruction algorithms a starting point when deciding
the location of all primary vertices in events as well as constrains their locations within the pro-
file [200]. In addition, the beamspot greatly assists in finding the primary interaction point in low
multiplicity events, where the vertex resolution increases.
The centroid of the CMS beamspot is determined in two ways. The first method considers
the correlation between track transverse impact parameter relative to the origin d0 and azimuthal






= x0 sinφ +
dx
dz
zp sinφ − y0 cosφ −
dy
dz
zp cosφ , (3.3)
where zp is the longitudinal track position at minimum approach, x0, y0 are the positions of the
beam at z = 0, and dxdz and
dy
dz are the beam slopes in x and y with respect to z. The beam position
















Track contributions are weighted by their error σi and a statistical precision of 5 µm can be
achieved using ∼ 1000 tracks [200]. The second method extracts the mean position in x, y, and z
through a likelihood fit to the 3D distribution of vertex positions over events collected.
Simulations using the two methods show that they provide consistent results [203, 200]. The
d0-φ fit is more precise in low multiplicity events, but cannot return the parameters beyond the
transverse positions of the beamspot and the slopes with respect to z. The likelihood fit is capable
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of returning the parameters that the d0-φ fit cannot. Therefore, both methods are used to measure
the beamspot: the d0-φ is used to measure the center of the beamspot in the transverse plane and
the beam slopes with respect to z while the 3D likelihood fit is used to measure the longitudinal
position of the beamspot and its RMS widths in all directions (σx, σy, and σz).
As part of this thesis, work was done to set up and ensure beamspot calibrations were made
during heavy-ion operation at CMS. A dedicated heavy-ion contact was needed with the new im-
plementation of the PCL. Given the different event topologies and LHC running conditions during
heavy-ion operations, the default setup from proton-proton collisions could not simply be copied
over for PbPb collisions. With the larger track multiplicities per event, the event rates siphoned
into the express and calibration streams were chosen as not to flood express reconstruction while
still providing enough data for a successful calibration. During data collection the PCL was closely
monitored to ensure that the failure rate was minimized and that the fits were returning reasonable
results. In addition, when data collection ceased, average beamspot parameters over all collected
events were calculated and sent to the Monte-Carlo (MC) generation team so that event simulation
could be tuned to match the same tracker occupancy as during data collection.
3.2.1.3 Tracker alignment calibration
The set of parameters that describe the geometric properties of the modules comprising the silicon
tracker is referred to as the “tracker geometry.” Precise knowledge of the tracker geometry is cru-
cial for physics analyses as systematic misalignments limit the tracker performance. Distortions
in the tracker geometry can be introduced by temperature fluctuations within the detector and by
the ramping of the magnetic field during a power cycle of the detector. Large misalignments in
the tracker geometry introduce significant systematic uncertainties for tracking-sensitive physics
analyses. For example, b-tagging performance has been shown to deteriorate in the presence of a
misaligned tracker [204, 205] and the tracking performance in charged particle nuclear modifica-
tion factor studies [96] is sensitive to misalignment.







Figure 3.6: Example of the local coordinate system defined for each module considered in align-
ment of the tracker [206]. The u and v axes are defined in the plane of the module where u points
along the more precisely measured axis of the module. The w axis is normal to the plane of the
module. Three angles α , β , and γ denote rotation angles about the respective u, v, and w axes.
module within the tracker [206]. Three orthogonal basis vectors (~u,~v,~w) span the active area of
each module. The vector ~u points along the more precisely measured direction in the module (e.g.
the rφ direction in the BPIX). The vector~v points away from the readout objects, orthogonal to~u in
the plane of the module. The vector ~w is normal to the plane of the module and its origin is located
at the center of the module material. In addition, three angles α , β , and γ represent respective
rotations about the u, v, and w axes. Two local track angles ψ and ζ are defined with respect to the
normal of the module plane in the uw and vw planes respectively. A sketch of the local coordinate
system can be found in Fig. 3.6.
To the first order, the set of orthogonal basis vectors and rotation angles describe the tracker
geometry well. However, a deviation from planarity is expected in these modules and the spec-
ifications for the construction of these modules require that such deviations must be less than
100 µm [207]. To account for shape deformations in the modules, the sensor shape is parametrized
as a sum of modified Legendre polynomials up to the second order [206]
w(ur,vr) =w+w10 ·ur +w01 · vr+
w20 · (u2r −1/3)+w11 · (ur · vr)+w02 · (v2r −1/3).
(3.5)
The parameters w11, w20, and w02 define the surface deformations of the sensors, which are illus-
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Figure 3.7: Example surface deformations of the sensors that show how deviations from planar
modules are considered when aligning the tracker. Schematic taken from Ref. [206].
The standard approach in track-based alignment is to minimize the sum of the squares of the
normalized track residuals over many tracks. A track residual is the difference between the mea-
sured trajectories of tracks and their predicted trajectories based on the current tracker geometry.
If the assumed geometry is incorrect, then the distribution of track residuals over many tracks will

















where mi j corresponds to the measurements (the hit positions on the modules), σi j corresponds to
the associated uncertainties on the measurements, and fi j is the predicted track trajectory, which
is a function of the tracker geometry p and the track parameters qj. The χ2 function in Eq. (3.6)
assumes that the measurements are independent. Often, alignment corrections can be assumed to
be small and fi j can be linearized. Following linearization, the χ2 minimization reduces to a linear
set of equations
Ca = b, (3.7)
where C is the Hessian matrix of the linearized fi j, aT = (∆p,∆q) is a vector that contains the
change in alignment parameters and the corrections to all tracks used, and b is the gradient of
the linearized fi j. If the corrections are large, then the linearization precision is limited and the
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procedure must be iterated. To approach solving Eq. (3.7) CMS utilizes a global-fit [208] using the
program MILLEPEDE II [209].
Very often, the matrix C in Eq. (3.7) is ill-conditioned as a result of “weak modes,” or linear
combinations of track parameters that do not (or minimally) change the overall χ2 in Eq. (3.6).
Weak modes can be understood as coherent changes in the alignment parameters being compen-
sated by changes in track parameters. For example, an overall translation in the tracker could be
compensated by an overall shift for all track impact parameters. What makes the alignment prob-
lem more difficult is that even small contributions from weak modes can lead to large distortions
in the resulting tracker geometry. Weak modes are controlled by including more information into
the χ2 calculation of Eq. (3.6). This is achieved by including tracks with different topologies into
the global fit. Track topologies that control weak modes include muons from cosmic rays, straight
tracks recorded during 0 T operation, and muons from resonance decays. Once a new set of align-
ment parameters have been returned from MILLEPEDE II, they must be validated to determine
the impact on physics performance. There are three primary validation workflows that are used
to assess the quality of alignment: primary vertex, distribution of median residual (DMR), and
Z→ µ+µ− validations.
In a primary vertex validation, primary vertices are refitted under the new alignment using all
tracks except for a single “probe” track. After reconstruction the compatibility of the probe track
is assessed in terms of the track’s transverse and longitudinal impact parameters as a function of
probe track η and φ . With a perfectly aligned detector, the averages of these parameters over many
events and tracks are expected to be 0. In the presence of a misaligned detector, biases in these
distributions will arise. An example primary vertex validation from 2011 proton-proton operations
can be seen in Fig. 3.8.
In a DMR validation, tracks are refit under the new alignment and the distribution of median
residuals from each measurement for each module is inspected. Only modules with more than 30
measurements are inspected in these validations. The median is less sensitive to non-alignment
related biases [206], such as multiple scatterings, and is an ideal candidate to study the resolution
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Figure 3.8: Example primary vertex validation from 2011 proton-proton operations [206]. Average
longitudinal and transverse impact parameters for probe tracks are plotted as a function of their
respective η and φ . In the ideal, aligned MC case, the averages are close to 0 for all kinematic
variables. The effect of misalignment will be to bias the impact parameters away from 0.
of the newly obtained alignment. With a perfectly aligned detector, the DMR will be centered at
0 with a very narrow width. A width of 0 is unobtainable, as there is an intrinsic resolution to the
alignment algorithm. The effect of a misaligned detector will be to broaden the DMR significantly.
An example DMR validation from 2011 proton-proton operations can be seen in Fig. 3.9.
In a Z → µ+µ− validation, tracks are refitted using the newly obtained alignment and distri-
butions of Z candidates are constructed in bins of muon η and φ . In each bin, the distributions are
fit with a Voigtian function [210] and an exponential to model the resonant peak and background
respectively. The mass of the Z candidates is extracted from the mean of the Voigtian function and
plotted against the daughter muon η and φ . With a perfectly aligned detector, the mass of the Z
boson will not depend on the location of the daughter muons, but misalignments in the tracker will
bias these distributions. An example Z → µ+µ− validation from 2011 proton-proton operations
can be seen in Fig. 3.10.
As part of this thesis, work was done to set up dedicated alignment workflows for heavy-ion
operations both during PCL operation and later offline calibrations. A dedicated heavy-ion expert
was needed to handle the event content difference in heavy-ion verses proton-proton collisions.
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Figure 3.9: Example DMR validation for the barrel section of the pixel tracker from 2011 proton-
proton operations [206]. In the ideal, aligned MC case, the distribution is centered at 0 with a
width on the order of the resolution of the module. The effects from misalignment will broaden
and/or shift this distribution about 0.
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Figure 3.10: Example Z → µ+µ− validation from 2011 proton-proton operations [206]. The
mass of the Z candidates is plotted as a function of the positive daughter muon’s η and φ for
different alignment scenarios. In the ideal, aligned MC case, there is no strong bias as a function
the kinematic variables, however when misalignments are introduced, biases arise in the mass
distributions.
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not all of these tracks are useful in alignment efforts. Heavy-ion events are dominated by soft
(low-momentum) tracks and suppressed resonance yields combined with low signal-to-noise ra-
tios. General track selection had to be modified to suppress the soft tracks, which are more sus-
ceptible to non-alignment related effects, and to maximize the resonance yields. Dedicated filters
for PbPb and pPb data collection were developed to this aim. In addition, work was done to assure
that the massive influx of tracks did not overload alignment algorithms at PCL by tuning the rates
in the express and calibration streams.
In 2015 alignment at PCL was not in place so the calibrations were performed in a semi-
automated process to keep calibrations as close to real-time as possible. Work was done to assist in
setting up the semi-automated processes that queried the storage manager for when data acquisition
runs were finished and, if they passed a threshold in number of events, the data were then sent to a
worker node to manually run an alignment. The contact for alignment was then notified by e-mail
if large movements were seen in the tracker and a new alignment was needed to be uploaded in the
conditions database. The CMS magnet experienced issues with the filtration of its cold box in 2015,
requiring many cycles of the magnet. The semi-automated PCL alignment procedure allowed for
a fast response time, but motivated full integration into PCL. In 2016 the PCL alignment became
fully automated and was running successfully during the collection of pPb data later that year.
3.2.2 ECAL
The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of 61 200 lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals mounted in a
central barrel region complimented by an endcap on both sides. There are 7324 crystals in each
endcap region. To prevent the misidentification of two closely spaced photons from the decay of a
neutral pion as a single high-energy photon, a preshower detector is placed in front of each of the
endcap regions. A schematic view of the ECAL is shown in Fig. 3.11.
The barrel region of ECAL has a granularity of 360-fold in φ and (2×85)-fold in η , providing
coverage for |η |< 1.479. The crystals in the barrel are mounted such that their axes make a small
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Figure 3.11: Schematic view of ECAL showing the location and coverage of the barrel, endcap,
and preshower detectors. Schematic taken from Ref. [204].
is chosen to avoid cracks in the calorimeter that are aligned with incident particle trajectories. The
size of each crystal is 22×22 mm2 and 26×26 mm2 for the front and rear faces respectively and a
length of 230 mm [211]. Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are used as photodetectors in this region.
The endcap regions of ECAL provide coverage for 1.479 < |η | < 3.0 and are split into two
halves called “Dees.” Each Dee contains 3662 crystals that are grouped into units of 5× 5 “su-
percrystals.” The supercrystals are organized such that there are 138 standard supercrystals within
the Dees and 18 partial supercrystals along the circumference of each Dee. To avoid cracks along
a particle’s trajectory, the supercrystals are oriented such that there is a small angle( 2–8◦) with
respect to the vector pointing back to the nominal interaction point. The endcap crystals have a
size of 28.62×28.62 mm2 and 30×30 mm2 in the front and rear faces respectively and a length
of 220 mm [211]. The endcaps use vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) as photodetectors.

















where S denotes a stochastic contribution, N denotes a noise contribution, and C denotes a scale
contribution. The stochastic term has itself three primary sources: photostatistics in the APDs
and VPTs, event-by-event fluctuations in the lateral shower containment, and energy resolution in
the preshower detector. The noise term also has three primary sources: noise from electronics,
noise from digitization, and noise from pileup events. Lastly, the scale term has three primary
contributions as well: non-uniform light collection in the longitudinal direction, miscalibration,
and energy leakage from the crystals. An example of the total ECAL energy resolution during test
beam commissioning as a function of electron energy is shown in Fig. 3.12
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S= 2.83 +/− 0.3%
N=124 MeV
C= 0.26 +/− 0.04%
C=0.26 +/− 0.01%
Figure 3.12: ECAL energy resolution as a function of electron energy recorded during a test beam




The Hadronic Calorimeter measures the position, energy, and arrival time of hadrons through the
use of successive scintillator and absorber materials. Four subsystems comprise HCAL, which
extend coverage both inside and outside of the magnetic field of the solenoid. Located within the
magnetic field are the barrel (HB) and endcap (HE) subsystems, while the outer barrel (HO) and
forward (HF) subsystems are located outside the solenoid within the return flux where the magnetic
field is significantly smaller. A schematic view of HCAL and its subsystems is shown in Fig. 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Schematic slice of HCAL and its subsystems in the rz plane. Colors represent different
longitudinal (“depth”) segmentations. Schematic taken from Ref. [199].
The HB subsystem provides a coverage in η of |η | < 1.4 and is split into two half barrel
sections that span 1777.0 < r < 2876.5 mm from the beam line. Each half barrel is split into 18
identical wedges of size 20◦ in φ . Within each wedge are brass alloy absorber plates and active
plastic scintillator plates of size ∆η ×∆φ = 0.087×0.087 rad. There are 17 layers of scintillator
plates that are alternately stacked with absorber plates to form 16 projective “towers” in η of size
∆η ×∆φ = 0.087× 0.087 rad for each half barrel [211]. The net optical signal for each tower
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is converted to an electrical signal by pixelated hybrid photodiodes mounted at the ends of the
barrel section. The HE subsystem is interlocked with the HB and provides a coverage in η of
1.3 < |η | < 3.0. Similar to the HB, the HE is split into 18 wedges in φ and the brass absorber
plates have the same ∆η ×∆φ = 0.087× 0.087 rad size up to |η | = 1.74. There are 19 layers of
active plastic scintillators in the HE and the size of the absorber plates (and thus the towers) is
increased up to ∆η = 0.35 when |η |> 1.74 [211].
The HO subsystem has a coverage in η of |η | < 1.26 and extends the radial reach of HCAL
to r = 4097.0 mm. The HO consists of additional layers of scintillators beyond the solenoid coils
and is divided into five rings longitudinally. Each ring has a length of 2.54 m in z. The central ring,
located at z = 0, consists of two layers of active plastic scintillators, while the remaining rings
contain only one. The ∆η×∆φ tower size in HO matches that of HB. The HF subsystem extends
the reach of HCAL to 2.9 < |η |< 5.0 and is located at |z|=±11.2 m from the nominal interaction
point. The HF is split into 18 identical wedges in φ , which do not project back to the interaction
point. Each wedge consists of steel absorber plates and quartz fibers to measure Cherenkov light
from incident particles [211].
The performance of HCAL can be assessed by inspecting the jet energy resolution for the var-
ious subsystems. Jet reconstruction assumes that particles from a jet are concentrated in a conical
region characterized by a radius R2 = ∆η2 +∆φ 2. Given the finite granularity of the detector, jet
cones reconstructed by HCAL will have a measured energy that fluctuates around the exact energy














where a describes energy fluctuations in the cone of the jet, b describes the stochastic response
of the calorimeter, and c describes residual non-uniformities and non-linearities in the detec-
tor response. The energy resolution can be obtained by simulating QCD dijet events using the
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PYTHIA [106] event generator. Here, generator-level information is digitized and then recon-
structed to introduce detector-level effects. Distributions of the ratio of ET for reconstructed jets
relative to generated jets are fitted using Eq. (3.9) to extract the resolution width. The result of this
assessment is shown in Fig. 3.14 where the jet energy resolution for different η windows that span
all subsystems of HCAL is plotted as a function of pT of the generated jet.
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Figure 3.14: Jet energy resolution for different η windows that span all subsystems of HCAL.
Jet energy resolutions are obtained through MC studies that compare reconstructed jet energies to
generated jet energies [211].
3.2.4 Muons
The muon system is comprised of barrel (MB) and endcap (ME) subsystems embedded within
the return yoke of the magnet. Muons are detected using three technologies: drift tubes (DTs),
cathode strip chambers (CSCs), and resistive plate capacitors (RPCs). The MB and ME provide
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full acceptance in φ and cover an η range of |η | < 2.4. A schematic view of the muon systems
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Figure 3.15: Schematic view of the muon subsystems. Schematic taken from Ref. [211].
The MB subsystem is organized into four cylindrical stations MB1–MB4, located at respective
radii of 4.0, 4.9, 5.9, and 7.0 m from the beam line [211]. Each station is segmented into five
wheels of longitudinal length 2.5 m, following the five wheels of the return yoke. Each wheel is
split into 12 azimuthal sectors that cover 30◦ each and house rectangular detection chambers. The
chamber boundaries for the different stations are staggered to prevent loss of acceptance for high
pT muons. In the MB region, the muon rate and fringe field from the magnet is low so DTs are
used as the primary detection technology. For MB1–MB3, the 12 sectors form “superlayers” that
consist of 12 DT planes. In order of increasing radius, the drift tubes are organized into four rφ
measuring planes, four z measuring planes, and then four more rφ measuring planes [211]. The
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superlayers in MB4 do not contain any z measuring planes. Each DT chamber also has at least one
RPC coupled to it to improve timing resolution. In MB1 and MB2, DT chambers are sandwiched
in r between two RPC chambers while MB3 and MB4 have one RPC coupled to their inner radius.
The ME subsystem is split into four disks (ME1–ME4), each consisting of 2–3 concentric
rings. The innermost disk ME1 consists of three rings, while the remaining disks consist of only
two. Within each ring are 36 muon detection chambers. The innermost rings of ME2–ME4 are an
exception to this pattern, and contain only 18 chambers. Chambers are trapezoidal in shape and
overlapped in φ to prevent holes in acceptance. The ME utilizes both CSC and RPC technologies
to detect forward muons. The CSCs provide fast spatial measurements of muons while RPCs are
used in tandem to resolve any ambiguities. Forward RPC chambers only cover up to |η | < 1.6,
while CSC chambers provide coverage up to |η | < 2.4 [211]. In later stages of CMS, the RPC
coverage will be extended up to |η |< 2.1.
Each of the detection technologies have distinct strengths in their performance. Drift tubes
in the MB have a spatial resolution of ≈200 µm and a φ resolution of ≈1 mrad coupled to a
timing resolution of 5 ns [211, 212]. The DTs are most sensitive to stray magnetic fields and are
thus restricted to the MB region. Cathode strip chambers have a spatial resolution of ≈200 µm
and a φ resolution of ≈10 mrad coupled to a timing resolution of 6 ns [211, 212]. With a similar
performance as the DTs, CSCs are placed in the endcaps where the fringe magnetic field is stronger.
The RPCs have a spatial resolution that is on the order of the size of the chamber which, on average,
is ≈1 cm in both the MB and ME [213]. The RPCs make up for their spatial resolution with an
excellent timing resolution of 3 ns [212]. Thus, RPCs are placed in both the MB and ME to aid in
resolving any ambiguities in measurements from the other detection technologies.
Muons are measured using both the silicon tracker and the muon systems. A muon’s pT mea-
sured using solely the muon systems is determined from the bending angle of the muon once it
exits the coils of the magnet. This, in itself, is a limited measurement, but is further compli-
cated by multiple scattering effects in the steel before reaching the first muon chamber. At low
pT (< 200 GeV/c) the momentum resolution for muons is an order of magnitude larger for the
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muons systems when compared to the muon momentum resolution in the tracker. At high pT the
momentum resolution of the tracker becomes increasingly limited, similar to the behavior for pi-
ons illustrated in Fig. 3.4. By combining hits in the silicon tracker with multiple hits in the muon



























Figure 3.16: Momentum resolution for muons measured using the silicon tracker only, the muon
systems only, and the combination of both systems. The left panel shows the resolution for cen-
trally produced muons while the right panel shows the resolution for forward muons. Figure taken
from Ref. [211].
3.2.5 CASTOR
In the forward region, beyond the acceptance of the central CMS detector, is the CASTOR calorime-
ter. In conjunction with other forward detectors, CASTOR is included in the CMS experiment to
extend coverage into the very forward region where a majority of the energy flow from inelas-
tic collisions is deposited. The CASTOR calorimeter is both an electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeter that measures Cherenkov light emitted as particles traverse the calorimeter. To initiate
and capture these signals, CASTOR utilizes successive plates of tungsten (absorber) and quartz (ac-
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tive medium) mounted at 45◦ with respect to the nominal particle trajectories [211]. A schematic
of the CASTOR calorimeter is shown in Fig. 3.17.
Figure 3.17: Schematic view of CASTOR. Schematic taken from Ref. [214].
The CASTOR calorimeter is located 1437 cm away from the nominal interaction point and
provides an η coverage of −6.6 < η <−5.2. The calorimeter is longitudinally split into 12 slices
called Reading Units (RUs), each divided into 16 azimuthal sectors of size φ = 22.5◦. Within
CASTOR are an electromagnetic section and a hadronic section. The electromagnetic section
provides a coverage of −6.5 < η < −5.3 and consists of two RU samplings of 2 mm quartz
plates sandwiched between 5 mm tungsten plates. The hadronic section provides a coverage of
−6.4 < η < −5.15 and consists of 10 RU samplings 4 mm quartz plates sandwiched between
10 mm tungsten plates. Cherenkov light is collected in the quartz plates and passed through internal
reflection to PMTs at ends of each RU. There are two stages of CASTOR: Stage I consists of the
electromagnetic and six hadronic RUs and is geared toward pp physics, while Stage II contains the
remaining four hadronic RUs and is geared toward heavy-ion physics.
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Before final design, the relative energy resolution of detection technologies for CASTOR were
tested at SPS [211]. Here, electron beams of varying energy were used to examine the resolution
when using quartz plates vs. quartz fibers, foil vs. glass reflectors in light guides, and PMTs vs.
APD photodetectors. The results of various combinations are shown in Fig. 3.18. The resolu-
tions were fitted using Eq. (3.8) both with and without the constant scale term. In each case both
parametrizations describe the data well.
Figure 3.18: Energy resolution of CASTOR. Figure taken from Ref. [211].
3.2.6 ZDC
In the very forward region, ±140 m from the nominal interaction point, sit Zero Degree Calorime-
ters (ZDCs). The ZDC is a sampling detector that measures Cherenkov light emitted by particles
traversing its absorber/active medium and is designed to primarily detect forward photons and
neutrons in heavy-ion and low-luminosity pp collisions. The ZDCs are managed by the nuclear
research group at KU. Beyond the measurement of very-forward particles, signals in the ZDC are
also used to discriminate collisions at the interaction point from background events arising from
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beam-halo interactions. In addition, forward energy measurements with the ZDC combined with
energy and multiplicity measurements at mid rapidity provide an additional method for determin-
ing event centrality in heavy-ion collisions. A schematic of the ZDC is provided in Fig. 3.19.
Figure 3.19: Schematic view of the ZDC with the beam direction moving from the left to the right.
Schematic taken from Ref. [211].
The ZDCs are each housed inside neutral particle absorber units that protect the LHC dipole
magnets. Each calorimeter is comprised of an electromagnetic and a hadronic section that provide
an η coverage of 8.5 < η < ∞. The electromagnetic section consists of 33 alternating layers of
2 mm thick tungsten plates and 0.7 mm diameter quartz fibers oriented 90◦ with respect to the beam
direction [215]. The quartz fibers are segmented into five readout towers that couple to respective
PMTs to amplify the signal. The hadronic section consists of 24 alternating layers of 15.5 mm
thick tungsten plates oriented 45◦ from the beam direction [215] as illustrated in Fig. 3.19, The
quartz fibers are segmented into four readout towers that couple to respective PMTs.
In the ZDC’s early phases, test measurements were carried out in the SPS H2 beam at CERN.
Here, a 400 GeV proton beam was steered onto a primary target to produce a secondary beam
with energies ranging from 10–350 GeV. To test the energy resolution of the electromagnetic sec-
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tion, positron beams for seven different energies between 10–150 GeV were used. The resolution
widths were obtained from Gaussian fits and parametrized using Eq. (3.8) without the stochas-
tic term [216]. The resulting ZDC energy resolution for positrons is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 3.20. To test the energy resolution of the combined electromagnetic and hadronic sections,
four beams of positive pions with energies between 150–350 GeV were used. The energy reso-
lution widths were obtained from Landau fits and parametrized using Eq. (3.8) without the noise
term [216]. The resulting combined energy resolutions are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.20.
One conclusion drawn from these tests was that GEANT4 simulations of the ZDC response are in







The analysis did not included corrections for dead material, leakage and the non-compensation nature 
of the calorimeter. 
 
                 
 
      
Figure 8 Energy deposition in tower T2 versus            Figure 9 Energy deposition in tower T3 versus  










     
Figure 10. Positron energy resolution of EM1             Figure 11 The linearity response to positrons  of 
and EM2 electromagnetic sections.                               EM1 and EM2 electromagnetic sections. 
 
7. Response to hadrons 
Positive pions with energies of 150, 200, 300 and 350 GeV were used to measure the response of the  
combined zero degree calorimeter (EM + HAD system). The total depth of the combined system is ~7 
hadronic interaction lengths (λ). The total energy was defined as the sum of the energy depositions in 
the EM and HAD sections. The energy dependent intercalibration parameter between the EM and 
HAD section was determined by minimizing the energy resolution for 350 GeV pions. Figure 12 
presents energy deposition in the HAD1 section versus of energy deposition in the EM1 section for 
350 GeV pions.  The energy resolution was obtained by a Landau fit to be 21.5 % for 300 GeV pions 
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and was parameterized as σ/E = 138%/√E + 13% (see figure 13). An extrapolation to energy 2.75 TeV 
predicts a resolution of approximately 15% (GEANT4 - about 12% [5]). Measurements show good 
linearity of detector response to hadrons in the range of 100 to 350 GeV .  
 
 


















Figure 12. Energy deposition in HAD section versus energy deposition in EM section of ZDC1 for 




















Figure 13. Positive pion energy resolution of the combined zero degree calorimeter. 
 
8. Current status and summary 
The installation of the ZDCs in the LHC sector 4-5 and sector 5-6 was finished in May 2008. A 
photograph of the ZDC installed in sector 4-5 is shown in figure 14.  Both detectors were connected to 
XIII International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics (CALOR 2008) IOP Publishing
Journal of Physics: Conference Series 160 (2009) 012059 doi:10.1088/1742-6596/160/1/012059
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Figure 3.20: (Left) Positron energy resolution for the electromagnetic section of the ZDC. The
energy resolution is parametrized with Eq. (3.8) without the stochastic term. (Right) Positive
pion energy resolution for the combined elec romagnetic and hadronic sections of the ZDC. The
combined energy resolution is parametrized with Eq. (3.8) without the noise term. Figures taken
from Ref. [216].
3.2.7 Detector scope
The analysis on which this thesis is based uses only two of the detector subsystems in CMS: the HF
calorimeters and the silicon tracker. The HF calorimeters are used (in conjunction with LHC beam
pickup monitors) to trigger minimum-bias events during data collection and to measure the total
inelastic cross section for centrality calibrations. The role of the HF calorimeters in data collection
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and calibration is discussed further in Chapter 4. In addition, the HF calorimeters are used to
estimate the ellipticity of an event in the event-shape engineering technique, which is described
in Sec. 5.3. The silicon tracker is used to measure the trajectories of charged particles emitted
in a collision, the azimuthal angles of which are crucial for this analysis. Further discussion of
charged-particle tracks is provided in Chapter 4.
While the other detector subsystems are not used in the current analysis, each could be used in
future extensions. To begin, all calorimeter subsystems can be used in the event-shape engineering
technique to estimate event ellipticity. The CASTOR and ZDC calorimeters are best suited for
this purpose because they are located several units of pseudorapidity from the silicon tracker. This
separation suppresses contamination from non-flow related phenomenon when correlating flow
measured by the silicon tracker to event ellipticity. The ECAL and HCAL subsystems are best
suited to extend this analysis to measure the flow of identified particle species. The Particle Flow
Algorithm [217, 218] is used in CMS to identify the species of a particle based on the momen-
tum measured by the silicon tracker and the energy deposited in either the ECAL or the HCAL
subsystems. Lastly, the muon systems can be used to measure the flow of quarkonia states [140]
through their leptonic decay channel (e.g., J/ψ→ µ+µ−) by measuring and identifying the daugh-
ter muons from the parent quarkonia state.
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Chapter 4
Data and event selection
4.1 Event selection
The minimum-bias trigger used in this analysis is triggered by coincident signals from both ends of
the CMS detector using the HF detectors. In addition, the trigger is required to be in coincidence
with the presence of both colliding bunches at the interaction point, as measured by the CMS beam
pick-up timing system. This requirement largely suppresses events due to noise (e.g cosmic rays,
double-firing triggers, and beam backgrounds). The minimum bias trigger is fully efficient for the
centrality range 0-90%.
Events are further selected offline by requiring at least three hits in both HF calorimeters with
at least 3 GeV of energy in each cluster to reject electromagnetic interactions. Events are also
required to have a reconstructed primary vertex, containing at least two tracks, located within 15 cm
of the nominal collision point along the beam axis. In addition, vertices are filtered on their pixel
cluster compatibility. This is achieved by scanning the z axis around the reconstructed vertex and
determining how many pixel clusters are compatible with a vertex at that position. A quality score
is determined by the number of compatible pixel clusters such that a score of 0 indicates a poorly
reconstructed vertex and increasing values indicate a higher quality of reconstructed vertex. This




Tracks are divided into two types, each with their own selection: pixel and general tracks. Pixel
tracks allow for reliable pT measurements down to≈0.3 GeV/c, which is important for flow studies
in heavy-ion collisions. Tracks that have pT < 2.4 GeV/c and have between three and six hits in
the pixel tracker are tagged as pixel tracks. All remaining tracks are considered general tracks.
A high-purity reconstruction algorithm [219] is used for all track types to reduce the fraction of
mis-reconstructed tracks. All pixel track quality cuts described above are summarized in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pixel track quality cuts
Offline Track Cut Value
pT < 2.4 GeV/c and NHits = 3 – 6 True
High purity True∣∣dz/σdz∣∣ < 8
χ2/do f/NLayers < 12
General tracks are required to be compatible with the primary vertex, having a longitudinal
association significance (dz/σdz) and impact parameter significance (d0/σd0) less than three. In
addition, the relative error for the pT of each track, σpT/pT, is required to be less than 10% and
tracks are required to have at least 11 hits along their trajectory in the pixel and strip trackers.
To reduce the number of misidentified tracks, the χ2 associated with fitting the track trajectory
through the different pixel and strip layers divided by the total number of degrees of freedom must
be less that 0.15 times the total number of layers with hits along the trajectory of the track. All
general track quality cuts described above are summarized in table 4.2.
4.3 Centrality calibration
To estimate the total inelastic cross section for PbPb collisions collected in 2015, the same mini-
mum bias trigger and event selection criteria in Sec. 4.1 were used. Events are divided into bins of
fractions of the total inelastic cross section according to the transverse energy measured by the HF
calorimeters. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of ET values measured by the HF calorimeters for
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Table 4.2: General track quality cuts
Offline Track Cut Value
High purity True∣∣dz/σdz∣∣ < 3.0∣∣d0/σd0∣∣ < 3.0
σpT/pT < 0.10
NHits > 11
χ2/do f/NLayers < 0.15
pT > 2.4 GeV/c and algoBit = 4 – 7 True
a large sample of minimum bias PbPb events collected in 2015. The distribution of ET values is
divided into 200 bins of equal area, each corresponding to 0.5% of the total inelastic cross section.
Even after event selection, minimum bias events still contain residual biases that are not related to
hadronic interactions. The two most prominent sources of uncertainty on the cross section mea-
surement are event selection efficiency and electromagnetic interaction (e.g., UPC) contamination.
The total systematic uncertainty from these sources is estimated to be 1%. This results in the bins
corresponding to the most peripheral events (99–100%) being empty (HF measures ET = 0).
4.4 Tracking performance
Tracking performance is evaluated in terms of tracking efficiency, “fake” (mis-reconstructed) re-
construction rates, and multiple reconstruction rates in different bins of centrality, pT, and η . To
determine the tracking performance, a large sample of PYTHIA + HYDJET events were gener-
ated and propagated through GEANT4 to simulate detector effects. A brief description of how
each term is determined is as follows:
• Tracking efficiency: fraction of simulated charged particles that can be associated (“matched”)
with a reconstructed track.
• Fake track rate: the fraction of the reconstructed tracks that do not have an associated simu-
lated charged particle partner.
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Figure 4.1: The distribution of ET measured by the HF calorimeters for a large sample of minimum
bias events PbPb events collected in 2015. Vertical lines denote bin boundaries of fractions of the
total inelastic cross section.
• Multiple reconstruction rate: the fraction of the simulated primary charged particles that are
associated with more than one reconstructed track.
Primary track reconstruction has a combined geometric acceptance and efficiency exceeding 60%
for pT ≈ 1.0 GeV/c and |η |< 1.0. When track pT is below 1 GeV/c, the acceptance and efficiency
steadily drops, reaching approximately 40% at pT ≈ 0.3 GeV/c. The efficiency is not strongly
dependent on centrality and the rate of misidentified tracks is smaller than 8% for the most central
events. A summary of the tracking performance for the track selection discussed in Sec. 4.2 is
shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Tracking efficiency and fake reconstruction rates in different centrality, pT and η ranges
are presented. Track selections are discussed in Sec. 4.2 with track pT greater than 0.3GeV and η




5.1 Event-by-event flow observables
Since only a finite number of particles are emitted in a given collision, the vn coefficients in
Eq. (1.4) can only be estimated on an event-by-event basis. Based on experiment, it is possible
to calculate
vrawn,x =
∣∣~v rawn ∣∣cosnΨrawn = 〈cosnφ〉,
vrawn,y =
∣∣~v rawn ∣∣sinnΨrawn = 〈sinnφ〉,∣∣~v rawn ∣∣=√(vrawn,x )2 +(vrawn,y )2,
(5.1)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes an average over all particles in a given range of phase space and Ψrawn is the












where sums run over the number of particles. On average, the event plane angle points in the
same direction as the nth-order symmetry plane, but the finite number of particles used cause it to
fluctuate on an event-by-event basis. In the limit of large particle multiplicities, and in the absence
of non-flow effects, the event-estimated flow values approach the true underlying flow values for





Before counting the event vrawn value, potential biases from non-uniform detector acceptance
must be removed. To recover first-order effects that arise with non-uniform detector acceptances,









where wi = 1/εi (pT,η) are the absolute tracking efficiencies discussed in Sec. 4.4. In addition
to track reweighting, a standard recentering procedure [49] is applied to each centrality class to
suppress further non-uniform detector biases. Since the orientation of the impact parameter is
random on an event-by-event basis, the overall distribution of flow vectors should be isotropic and
centered at 0. In the recentering technique, an average flow vector~vdetn is calculated over all events













Holes in acceptance and detector inefficiencies will lead to a preferred direction (~vdetn ) for the
flow vectors that is not related to the underlying flow physics. The recentering procedure largely
corrects for this effect.
Finite particle multiplicities result in a statistical smearing of the measured ~vobsn vector about





distribution that is statistically smeared about the true underlying p(~vn) behavior. It
is of interest to remove the smearing effects from the observed distributions to allow for detailed
studies of event-by-event fluctuations in the vn coefficients. There are several approaches to re-
move smearing effects from event-by-event flow observables. Traditionally, smearing effects are
removed using the event-averaged techniques described in Chapter 2. The technique used in this
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analysis is to unfold these smearing effects, details of which are discussed in Sec. 5.2.
5.2 Unfolding the observed p(vn) distribution
The finite number of particles emitted per event places a limit on how well flow harmonics can be
reconstructed on an event-by-event basis. As a consequence, the observed flow vectors are statis-





The response function is a measure of the probability that, for a given event, one observes a ~vobsn
vector while the underlying ~vn vector is of a different direction and/or magnitude. Therefore, the
distribution of observed flow vectors can be expressed as a convolution of the underlying flow









∗ p(~vn) . (5.5)
The amount of smearing is driven by the number of particles used to determine the measured~vobsn
vector. The effect of smearing is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 where p
(∣∣∣~vobs2 ∣∣∣) is plotted for varying event
multiplicities. It can be seen that the smearing effects tend to broaden the observed distribution
and shift its mean to larger values. The smearing effect becomes more prominent as particle mul-
tiplicities approach 0. Using the event/track selection outlined in Chapter 4, particle multiplicities
range between 100 and 2500 in this analysis.
In order to extract the distribution of underlying flow vectors, the smearing effects must be
removed from the observed flow vector distribution. One technique of deconvolution, also known
as unfolding, is to construct the response function using either a data-driven or a model-dependent
approach, invert this function, and then apply it to the observed distribution. In data, it is typical to



























 Mult = 100Obs2v
 Mult = 500Obs2v
 Mult = 1000Obs2v
 Mult = 2500Obs2v
 Mult = 5000Obs2v
 Mult = 10000Obs2v
Figure 5.1: Toy MC simulation of how a finite particle multiplicity affects the reconstruction of
an underlying flow distribution. Statistical smearing has the effect of broadening the observed
distribution and shifting the mean to a larger value than that of the true underlying distribution. For
large particle multiplicities (> 5000) the observed and underlying distributions are approximately






corresponds to the response matrix. This response matrix is often ill condi-
tioned and cannot be inverted simply. There are several approaches to this type of problem that
are commonly used in high-energy physics, such as D’Agostini iteration [220, 221, 222] and SVD
Tikhonov regularization [223]. This analysis uses the D’Agostini iterative technique to remove the




distribution. However, before any unfolding tech-
nique can be used, the response matrix must first be built. The following subsections outline how
response matrices are built in this analysis and how they are used in unfolding.
5.2.1 Building the response function
A critical step in this analysis is determining the correct response matrix to describe the smearing




distribution. To do so, events are first classified into sepa-
rate centrality bins, each requiring its own response matrix, as the v2 coefficients are dependent on
the collision impact parameter. Thus, binning in centrality allows for the study of the fluctuations
and their dependence on system size. A data-driven technique to build the response matrix was
introduced by the ATLAS collaboration in Ref. [175] and is used in this analysis. This technique
is only valid for symmetric collision systems such as for PbPb collisions.
The first step for a given class of events is to divide the track collection into two symmetric
subevents. Tracks are measured using the silicon tracker and subevents are chosen based on pseu-
dorapidity. All tracks with η > 0 are placed into subevent a while all tracks with η < 0 are placed





distributions. Given that vn (η) is symmetric about η = 0, on average,





and the resulting distribution will contain the residual effects from
statistical smearing. In addition, non-flow contributions that are correlated between the subevents
will, on average, cancel in the subevent difference distribution, but uncorrelated contributions will
remain. The uncorrelated non-flow contributions effectively broaden the subevent difference dis-
tribution and leave the mean unchanged [224]. The uncorrelated non-flow effects will be unfolded
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in addition to the statistical smearing effects. The sensitivity of this analysis technique to non-flow
is explored further in a study using the HIJING event generator, results of which are discussed in
Sec. 7.1.
With the assumption that the subevent difference distribution is an accurate description of the
smearing effects present in data, it can then be used to build the response matrix. For centrality
intervals up to 50%, the subevent difference distribution is described well by a 2D Gaussian cen-
tered at 0 and, for more peripheral events it is better described by a 2D non-standardized Student’s
t-distribution centered at zero. This fit performance is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 where a sample 2SE
difference distribution is taken from a central and peripheral centrality bin and their respective x
and y projections are fitted with both a 1D Gaussian and Student’s t-distribution. The widths (stan-
dard deviation) of these distributions are driven by the number of particles used to determine the
subevent flow vectors. As the number of particles decreases, the smearing width increases expo-
nentially, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The Student’s t-distribution is a probability distribution that arises
when a small sample size is used to estimate the mean of a normally distributed distribution and
therefore provides a better fit for small multiplicities. In the limit where the sample size approaches
infinity, the Student’s t-distribution becomes a Gaussian distribution.
Before the subevent difference distribution can be used to build the response function, it must
first be transformed to properly account for the sample sizes used. Because there are half as
many tracks in each subevent compared to the full event, the smearing effects are different. For
Gaussian random variables, the standard deviation of a population is inversely proportional to
the square root of the sample size. In addition, the variance of a distribution obtained from the




b . Since, on
average, the number of tracks in each subevent is half that of the full event and that the variances
of the subevent distributions are equal, the smearing width obtained from the subevent difference
distribution will be a factor of two larger than that for the full event. The mean is not affected
by the sample size difference. Therefore, transforming the subevent difference distribution by a










, will provide a more accurate
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distributions as a function of mean event multiplicity.
description of the smearing present in the full event. This transformation is applied in Fig. 5.3.
Once the subevent difference distributions have been transformed to describe the smearing
for the full event, they can be used to build the response matrix. There are two ways that these
distributions can be used: with an analytic fit, or directly. The default response matrices for this
analysis are those built from the subevent difference distributions directly. The following sub-
section outlines how to build a response matrix in this way, while Appendix B discusses how to
build analytic response matrices by assuming either a Gaussian or Student’s t-distribution.
5.2.1.1 Data-driven response matrix













where~s =~vobsn −~vn is the “smearing vector.” The response matrix is constructed by first assuming
the form of the underlying p(~vn) behavior. In cases of complete physical ignorance of the underly-
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610 Cent. 55 - 60%
Figure 5.3: (Top row) Fit performance of a Gaussian and Student’s t-distribution to the transformed
subevent difference distributions for events in the 0-5% centrality class. Distributions are fitted
using a binned likelihood technique. Due to the large number of tracks in each subevent, the
Gaussian and Student’s t-functions both describe the data well. (Bottom row) Fit performance of a
Gaussian and Student’s t-distribution to the rescaled subevent difference distributions for events in
the 55-60% centrality class. In this case, the number of tracks for each subevent has fallen below
the limit where the central limit theorem is applicable and Student’s t-functions becomes the more
accurate description of the data, yielding a fit χ2/do f on the order of unity.
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of the p(~vn) behavior was taken as the distribution of observed flow vectors. Given that particle
multiplicities for most centrality classes are large, the smearing effects are relatively small and
the observed flow vector distributions are similar to the respective underlying distributions. The
consequences of the assumed form of the p(~vn) distribution are discussed in Secs. 5.2.2 and 6.1.4.
With an assumed form for the p(~vn) behavior and a measured p(~s) distribution, the response
matrix is then built on an event-by-event basis. This is achieved by sampling a random flow
vector based on the assumed p(~vn) behavior and sampling a random smearing vector from the p(~s)
distribution. Adding these two vectors together provides an estimator for the observed flow vector
for the event. This procedure is then repeated up to the number of events used to build the p(~s)
distribution. By keeping the magnitudes of the vectors, each iteration will provide one entry of vobsn
and vn to the response matrix in Eq. (5.6).
5.2.2 D’Agostini iteration unfolding
The default method for unfolding in this analysis is D’Agostini iteration with early stopping, as
outlined in Refs. [220, 221, 222]. As the name suggests, this technique is an iterative approach
that utilizes Bayes’ theorem to invert the response matrix. The RooUnfold [225] package for the
ROOT data analysis framework [226] contains software for this unfolding technique and is utilized




















is a vector that represents the measured distribution, and M̂iteri j is the “unfolding matrix.”
In this case, binned data are represented by vectors and matrices. This procedure requires two




vector and the response matrix. The unfolding matrix is constructed
using the response matrix determined in Sec. 5.2.1.1 and a “prior,” which is taken initially as a
projection onto the vn axis of the response matrix. The initial prior corresponds to the assumed
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)0 is the initial prior and p(vobsn, j |vn,i) is the response matrix. Each application of the
unfolding matrix to the observed vector produces an estimator of the underlying p(vn) distribution
based on the prior. Since the initial prior is an assumed quantity, this setup naturally suggests to




from the previous iteration. If run until convergence, the procedure will output a Maximum Like-
lihood Estimate (MLE) of the underlying p(vn) distribution. If the initial prior is close to the
underlying p(vn) distribution, the procedure will converge after a few iterations.
Given that the response matrix is often ill conditioned, as the method proceeds out to more
iterations, the procedure becomes increasingly sensitive to statistical fluctuations in the measured
p(vobsn ) distribution. This will give rise to unphysical oscillations in the unfolded distribution to
overcompensate for these fluctuations. These features can be suppressed by stopping iterations be-
fore convergence and additionally by choosing an initial prior that better represents the underlying
p(vn) behavior.
The criteria for iteration cutoff is obtained by examining the “smeared space.” This is achieved
by applying the response matrix (“refolding”) to each unfolding iteration and comparing the result




distribution with a distribution obtained from an unfolding iteration. If the unfolding procedure









distribution. For this analysis, iterations are stopped when the χ2/do f test statistic
between the refolded and observed distributions is less than 1.2. In general, a χ2/do f near 1.0
signifies a good fit. The choice of χ2/do f ≤ 1.2 to determine when to stop iterating is arbitrary
and can potentially bias results. The effects of this bias are considered as a systematic uncertainty
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and are studied in detail in Sec. 6.1.4.
Figure 5.4 shows an example unfolding performance of a p(v2) distribution for mid-central
events. Smearing effects are relatively small for these bins, but several aspects of the unfolding
problem are illustrated in this figure:
• Panel A shows the response matrix obtained using the methods described in Secs. 5.2.1
and 5.2.1.1. Here, each entry represents a pair of vn and vobsn values determined from the
initial prior and the smearing distribution.
• Panel B shows both the observed and final unfolded distributions. The observed distribution
is unfolded using the response matrix in panel A. The color of the unfolded distribution
indicates how many iterations were used before the the smeared-space χ2/do f value was
less than 1.2.
• Panel C shows the correlation matrix R for the final unfolded distribution in panel B. The
unfolding procedure and non-diagonal response matrix induce bin-to-bin correlations in the
unfolded distribution. The correlation matrix is obtained from the covariance matrix used
in the RooUnfold framework to propagate errors. To convert the covariance matrix into a
correlation matrix, the following transformation [210] was used
R = S−1CS−1, (5.10)
where S is a diagonal matrix determined by the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
C such that Sii =
√
Cii. Each element of the correlation matrix represents the Pearson’s
coefficient between bins. If the Pearson’s coefficient is near 0, then the two bins are not
correlated and if the coefficient is near 1, then the two bins are strongly correlated.
• Panel D shows a χ2/do f goodness of fit between the refolded and observed distributions as
a function of iteration. A dotted line at χ2/do f = 1.2 signifies the iteration cutoff point.
• Panel E shows each iteration of the unfolding procedure refolded with the response matrix.
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D'Agostini iter = 1
D'Agostini iter = 2
D'Agostini iter = 4
D'Agostini iter = 8
D'Agostini iter = 16
D'Agostini iter = 32
Cent 40 - 45%
Figure 5.4: Example unfolding performance plots for a p(v2) for events in the 40–45% centrality
bin. Panel A shows the response matrix obtained using the methods described in Secs. 5.2.1
and 5.2.1.1. Panel B shows both the observed and final unfolded distributions. Panel C shows
the correlation matrix for the final unfolded distribution in panel B. Panel D shows a χ2/NDF
goodness-of-fit-between the refolded and observed distributions as a function of iteration. Panel E
shows each iteration of the unfolding procedure refolded with the response matrix. The observed
distribution is also shown to illustrate how well the refolded distributions reproduce it.
5.3 Event-shape engineering
Event-shape engineering is a type of event selection where events are characterized by their “shape”











∣∣~q rawn ∣∣=√(qrawn,x )2 +(qrawn,y )2,
(5.11)
where sums run over all towers in the HF and wi is a weighting factor that is chosen as the ET
deposited in the ith tower. Similar to the flow vectors in Eq. (5.1), the HF measured q-vectors are













By dividing into areas of equal statistics, the distribution of observed q-vectors in HF can be used
to further classify events with the same centrality into bins of event shape. Figure. 5.5 shows
the distribution of second-order q-vectors observed by the HF for mid-central collisions. Here,
the distribution is divided into 10 slices of equal area to form 10% ellipticity bins. This allows
for measurement of detailed correlations between initial-shape components that would otherwise
be destroyed by event-averaging techniques. For example, the Glauber model predicts an anti-
correlation between ε2 and ε3 which would propagate to an anti-correlation between measured v2
and v3 values [227]. This anti-correlation was first observed by ATLAS in PbPb collisions using
event-shape engineering techniques [228]. Coupling the event-shape engineering event selection
to unfolding allows for unprecedented selection in correlators to event shape, given the access to
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Figure 5.5: Second-order q-vectors as measured in the HF± detectors for mid-central PbPb col-




Systematic uncertainties and cross-checks
6.1 Systematic uncertainties
There are five primary sources of systematic uncertainty for the quantities studied in this analysis:
vertex position, pileup contamination, track quality cuts, unfolding regularization, and response
matrix uncertainty. Systematic uncertainties are determined separately for the bins of unfolded
p(v2) distributions and the quantities extracted from each, namely the cumulant flow harmonics,
ratios of higher-order cumulant flow harmonics, the elliptic flow skewness estimate with respect
to the reaction plane, and the elliptic power law parameters. Each of the quantities are determined
from the bin contents of the unfolded p(v2) distributions and are thus correlated. Studying each
quantity independently suppresses these correlations and leads to a more robust extraction of the
systematic uncertainties. Details of each systematic study are outlined in the following subsections.
6.1.1 Vertex position
The systematic biases that arise from the vertex z-position are investigated by splitting the current
vertex cut into two scenarios. In the first scenario, the vertex position window is restricted to
|vz|< 3.0 cm, while the second window contains the remainder of possible vertex positions, 3.0 <
|vz|< 15.0 cm. Each scenario is compared to the default vertex position selection, |vz|< 15.0 cm
84
and deviations are quoted as systematic uncertainties.
Results of this study are reported in Figs. 6.1 – 6.5. For each centrality bin, observables are
extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions for each of the three vertex windows and ratios of
the observables for each of the systematic vertex windows relative to the nominal |vz| < 15.0 cm
window are determined. The trends observed in the ratios show how the position of the primary
vertex biases the quantities extracted from p(v2) distributions. This bias is qualitatively understood
by considering the construction of the response matrix. As the vertex z-position deviates further
from vz = 0, the track distributions in either side of the tracker will become more asymmetric
in terms of number of particles. This, in turn leads to different smearing effects in each of the
subevents and can bias the response function.
The systematic bias is relatively small for the extracted cumulants in Fig. 6.1, on the order of
1% for central to mid-central events. The ratios of higher order cumulants in Fig. 6.2 are the most
stable in this study, and show variation of 0.1% for mid-central events. The least stable observable
in this study is γexp1 in Fig. 6.3, showing variation up to 100% in central events. The behavior of
γ
exp
1 is expected to be the least stable in all systematic studies because of its complex dependence
on multiple orders of cumulants, as described by Eq. (2.12). In addition, the bias on the elliptic
power law parameters is shown in Fig 6.4. Here, all three parameters show a strong bias in central
collisions, on the order of 20%, that becomes less significant toward peripheral collisions.
To assess the systematic uncertainty on the bins of the unfolded p(v2) distributions, the un-
folded distributions from each systematic vertex window are first translated to have the same mean
as the unfolded distributions in the default vertex window. Bin-to-bin ratios relative to the default
case are calculated and the maximum deviation is taken to be the systematic uncertainty for each.
To avoid point-to-point statistical fluctuations, the ratios are first smoothed to fit the general trend.
The result of this study is shown in Fig. 6.5. Here, agreement amongst the three vertex windows
is observed in the bulk regions of the unfolded distributions, while deviations become significant
toward the low-statistics tails.
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Figure 6.1: Bias on the cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions for vertex selection windows
relative to the default window |vz|< 15.0 cm.
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Figure 6.2: Biases on the ratio of higher order cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions for
vertex selection windows relative to the default window |vz|< 15.0 cm. The ratios of higher order
cumulants are the most stable in this study.
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Figure 6.3: Biases on the skewness measure γexp1 of p(v2) distributions for vertex selection win-
dows relative to the default window |vz|< 15.0 cm. Skewness is the least stable observable in this
study.
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Figure 6.4: Biases on the parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the p(v2) distributions
for vertex selection windows relative to the default window |vz|< 15.0 cm.
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To assess the potential bias from residual pileup events on this analysis, the strength of the vertex-
cluster compatibility filter is varied. By default, the filter cuts out the bottom 1% of poorly com-
patible vertices. For this study, the filter is re-tuned to drop out the bottom and 2% to further reject
potential pileup events from the data sample. To achieve this new tune, the cluster compatibility
quality scores described in Sec. 4.1 are revisited. Minimum bias events are re-analyzed without
running the cluster compatibility filter and the cluster-vertex quality score for all collected events
is inspected as a function of number of compatible vertex clusters, as illustrated in the left panel of
Fig 6.6. To determine a new tune, events are separated into bins based on the number of compatible
pixel clusters NPixel and distributions of quality scores are obtained for each. A lower bound for
each quality score distribution is then chosen such that all events below correspond to the bottom
2% of poorly reconstructed vertices. The lower bounds are plotted as a function of NPixel in the
center panel of Fig. 6.6 and are parametrized using a series of polynomials. This parametrization
is then added to the vertex compatibility filter and drops all events with quality scores below the
lower bounds, as shown in the right panel of Fig 6.6.
PixelN












































































Figure 6.6: (Left) Cluster-vertex quality score for minimum bias events prior to running the cluster
compatibility filter. (Center) Parametrization that determines the lower bound that drops the bottom
2% of poorly compatible vertices. (Right) Cluster-vertex quality score for minimum bias events
after running the strengthened cluster compatibility filter.
Results of this study are reported in Figs. 6.7 – 6.11. For each centrality bin, observables
are extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions for each of the cluster compatibility tunes and
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ratios of the observables for the strengthened tune relative to the nominal tune are determined. The
trends observed in the ratios show how pileup contamination biases the quantities extracted from
p(v2) distributions. The bias is essentially negligible for the cumulants in Fig. 6.7, on the order of
0.1% for central events and less than 0.1% for the remaining centralities. The ratios of higher order
cumulants in Fig. 6.8 show similar behavior as a function of centrality. The least stable observable
in this study is γexp1 in Fig. 6.9, showing dramatic variation in central events. In addition, the bias
on the elliptic power law parameters is shown in Fig 6.10. Here, all three parameters show a weak
bias for all centralities, on the order of 2%.
To assess the systematic uncertainty on the bins of the unfolded p(v2) distributions, the un-
folded distributions obtained using the strengthened cluster compatibility tune are first translated
to have the same mean as the unfolded distributions obtained using the nominal tune. Bin-to-bin
ratios relative to the nominal case are calculated and the maximum deviation is taken to be the
systematic uncertainty for each. To avoid point-to-point statistical fluctuations, the ratios are first
smoothed to fit the general trend. The result of this study is shown in Fig. 6.11. Here, agreement
amongst the two pileup scenarios is observed in the bulk regions of the unfolded distributions,
while deviations become significant toward the low-statistics tails.
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Figure 6.7: Bias on the cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions for a strengthened cluster-
compatibility tune relative to the default tune. Biases relative to the default selection are essentially
negligible for most centralities and order of cumulants.
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Figure 6.8: Bias on the higher-order cumulant ratios extracted from p(v2) distributions for a
strengthened cluster-compatibility tune relative to the default tune. Biases relative to the default
selection are essentially negligible for most centralities and order of cumulants.
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Figure 6.9: Bias on the skewness measure of p(v2) distributions for a strengthened cluster-
compatibility tune relative to the default tune. Biases relative to the default selection are small
for most centralities and order cumulants, but grow exponentially for central events.
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Figure 6.10: Biases on the parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the p(v2) distribu-
tions for a strengthened cluster-compatibility tune relative to the default tune.
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Figure 6.11: Systematic bias on the shape of p(v2) distributions that arises from pileup events.
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6.1.3 Track quality cuts
To estimate the systematic bias that arises from misidentified tracks, the analysis is re-run with two
new scenarios of track quality selection: “loose” and “tight.” The strength of the track quality cuts
will alter the probability of falsely identifying a track and, depending on the cut, will allow more
or less misidentified tracks into the analysis. Outlines of the new scenarios for pixel and general
tracks can be found in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
Table 6.1: Systematic track quality cut scenarios for pixel tracks.
Track Quality Loose Cut Tight Cut∣∣dz/σdz∣∣ < 10.0 < 6.0
χ2/do f/NLayers < 18.0 < 9.0
Table 6.2: Systematic track quality cut scenarios for general tracks.
Track Quality Loose Cut Tight Cut∣∣dz/σdz∣∣ < 5.0 < 2.0∣∣d0/σd0∣∣ < 5.0 < 2.0
σpT/pT < 0.10 < 0.05
Results of this study are reported in Figs. 6.12 – 6.16. For each centrality bin, observables
are extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions for each of the track quality cuts scenarios
and ratios of the observables for each of the systematic track quality selections relative to the
nominal track selection are determined. The trends observed in the ratios show how misidentified
tracks bias the quantities extracted from p(v2) distributions. The bias is relatively small for the
extracted cumulants in Fig. 6.12, on the order of 0.5% for all centralities. The ratios of higher
order cumulants in Fig. 6.13 are the most stable in this study, and show variations less than 0.1%
for all centralities. The least stable observable is γexp1 in Fig. 6.14, showing variation up to 5% in
peripheral events. In addition, the bias on the elliptic power law parameters is shown in Fig 6.15.
Here, the three parameters show a negligible bias, on the order of < 1%.
To assess the systematic uncertainty on the bins of the unfolded p(v2) distributions, the un-
folded distributions from each track quality selection are first translated to have the same mean as
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Figure 6.12: Bias on the cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions for loose and tight track
selections relative to the default track selection.
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Figure 6.13: Biases on the ratio of higher order cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions for
loose and tight track selections relative to the default track selection. The ratios of higher order
cumulants are the most stable in this study.
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Figure 6.14: Biases on the skewness measure γexp1 of p(v2) distributions for loose and tight track
selections relative to the default track selection. Skewness is the least stable observable in this
study.
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Figure 6.15: Biases on the parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the p(v2) distribu-
tions for loose and tight track selections relative to the default track selection.
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the unfolded distributions in the nominal selection. Bin-to-bin ratios relative to the default case
are calculated and the maximum deviation is taken to be the systematic uncertainty for each. To
avoid point-to-point statistical fluctuations, the ratios are first smoothed to fit the general trend.
The result of this study is shown in Fig. 6.16. Here, agreement amongst the three scenarios is
observed in the bulk regions of the unfolded distributions, while deviations become significant to-
ward the low-statistics tails. The distribution are biased in different directions representing the fact
that misidentified tracks carry an average v2 that contaminate the measured signal.
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Figure 6.16: Systematic bias on the shape of p(v2) distributions that arises from the loosen-
ing/tightening the track selection.
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6.1.4 Unfolding regularization bias
The choice of stopping iteration in the unfolding procedure in Sec. 5.2.2 can potentially bias the re-
ported results. If too few iterations are used, the result is biased toward the initial prior distribution
and if too many iterations are used, unphysical oscillations will manifest in the unfolded distribu-
tion. An estimate of the systematic bias from regularization can be obtained by varying the cutoff
criteria for the χ2/do f test statistic between the refolded and observed distributions. Figure 6.17
illustrates the refolding χ2/do f behavior as a function of iteration for all centrality intervals used
in this analysis. Similar behavior is seen for all plots: the χ2/do f drops at a large rate for the
first few iterations and then slows as the unfolding procedure starts to converge. As the choice in
χ2/do f that flags the procedure to stop iterating is arbitrary, the value was varied between 1.0 and
2.0 to explore how this affects the moments obtained from each unfolded distribution.
The results of this study are shown in Figs. 6.18 – 6.22. For each centrality bin, observables
are extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions for various χ2/do f cutoff values between 1.0
and 2.0 and ratios of the observables for each χ2/do f scenario relative to the “best-case-scenario”
where χ2/do f ≤ 1.0 are determined. The trends observed in the ratios show how unfolding regu-
larization can bias the quantities. The the extracted cumulants and ratios of higher order cumulants
in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 from are the most stable in all of these tests, and show variations of less than
0.1%. The least stable observable in these tests is γexp1 in Fig. 6.20, showing variation up to 30% in
central and peripheral events. In addition, the bias on the elliptic power law parameters is shown
in Fig 6.21. Here, all three parameters show a negligible bias for central collisions, which starts to
become significant in peripheral collisions (on the order of 20%).
To assess the systematic uncertainty on the bins of the unfolded p(v2) distributions, the un-
folded distributions obtained using various χ2/do f cutoff values are first translated to have the
same mean as the unfolded distributions obtained using the χ2/do f ≤ 1 cutoff value. Bin-to-bin
ratios relative to the χ2/do f ≤ 1 case are calculated and the maximum deviation is taken to be
the systematic uncertainty for each. To avoid point-to-point statistical fluctuations, the ratios are
first smoothed to fit the general trend. The result of this study is shown in Fig. 6.22. Here, agree-
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Figure 6.17: Refolding χ2/do f behavior as a function of iteration for all centrality intervals used
in this analysis. A dotted line at χ2/do f = 1.2 shows the default cutoff criteria for analysis.
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Figure 6.18: Ratio of the cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions when the iteration cutoff
criteria is χ2/do f ≤ 2 to those extracted when the criteria is χ2/do f ≤ 1.
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Figure 6.19: Ratio of the higher order cumulant ratios extracted from p(v2) distributions when the
iteration cutoff criteria is χ2/do f ≤ 2 to those extracted when the criteria is χ2/do f ≤ 1.
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Figure 6.20: Ratio of γexp1 extracted from p(v2) distributions when the iteration cutoff criteria is
χ2/do f ≤ 2 to those extracted when the criteria is χ2/do f ≤ 1. Larger variations are seen in this
plots as a function of centrality. The systematic bias for regularization can be as large as 30% in
cases where smearing is large and flow signal is small.
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Figure 6.21: Biases on the parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the p(v2) distri-
butions when the iteration cutoff criteria is χ2/do f ≤ 2 to those extracted when the criteria is
χ2/do f ≤ 1.
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ment amongst the two scenarios is observed in the bulk regions of the unfolded distributions, while
deviations become significant toward the low-statistics tails. The tails are always biased to larger
values indicating that the smearing effects have not been fully removed.
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Figure 6.22: Systematic bias on the shape of p(v2) distributions that arises from regularized un-
folding.
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6.1.5 Response matrix uncertainty
To assess the potential bias from the choice in response matrix on the p(v2) distributions, the
unfolding procedure is repeated using the Gaussian analytic response matrix described in Ap-
pendix B.1. The default choice in the analysis is to use the purely data-driven response matrix that
does not assume an underlying functional form for the smearing effects. Given that for most cen-
tralities the distribution of smearing vectors can be described well with a Gaussian parametrization,
the two approaches should give similar results. The differences in the two approaches are reported
as as systematic uncertainty.
Results of this study are reported in Figs. 6.23 – 6.27. For each centrality bin, observables are
extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions obtained using the default and Gaussian response
matrices and ratios of the observables obtained using Gaussian response matrices relative to the
default response matrix are determined. The trends observed in the ratios show how the choice in
response matrix can bias the quantities. The cumulant bias shown in Fig. 6.23 and is on the order
of 1% for most centralities. The bias in the ratios of higher-order cumulants is shown in Fig. 6.24
and exhibits a similar behavior as the cumulants. The least stable observable in this study is γexp1 ,
shown in Fig. 6.25, exhibiting similar behavior as the cumulants, but on a larger scale (∼ 50%).
In addition, the bias on the elliptic power law parameters is shown in Fig 6.26. Here, all three
parameters show strong biases on the order of 50% in central and peripheral collisions. The bias is
less significant in mid-central collisions, on the order of 1% for all parameters.
To assess the systematic uncertainty on the bins of the unfolded p(v2) distributions, the un-
folded distributions obtained using the analytic Gaussian response matrix are first translated to
have the same mean as the unfolded distributions obtained using the default response matrix. Bin-
to-bin ratios relative to the default case are calculated and the maximum deviation is taken to be
the systematic uncertainty for each. To avoid point-to-point statistical fluctuations, the ratios are
first smoothed to fit the general trend. The result of this study is shown in Fig. 6.27. Here, agree-
ment amongst the two response matrix scenarios is observed in the bulk regions of the unfolded
distributions, while deviations become significant toward the low-statistics tails.
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Figure 6.23: Bias on the cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions obtained from Gaussian and
data-driven unfolding.
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Figure 6.24: Bias on the higher-order cumulant ratios extracted from p(v2) distributions obtained
from Gaussian and data-driven unfolding.
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Figure 6.25: Bias on the skewness measure of p(v2) distributions for Gaussian unfolding relative
to the default case.
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Figure 6.26: Biases on the parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the p(v2) distribu-
tions for Gaussian unfolding relative to the default case.
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Figure 6.27: Systematic bias on the shape of p(v2) distributions that arises from the choice in
response matrix.
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In addition, since there is a finite amount of events used to build the response matrix in
Sec. 5.2.1.1, there will be uncertainties on the individual matrix elements. By default, matrix ele-
ment uncertainties are not propagated through unfolding iterations. The uncertainties on response
matrix elements are considered to be a systematic uncertainty for the bins of the unfolded distribu-
tions, and have no effect on the quantities extracted from the distribution. It should be noted that
the response matrix error propagation proposed in the original D’Agostini paper [220] underesti-
mates this systematic uncertainty. The original implementation does not properly account for the
fact that after the first iteration, the prior depends on the response matrix. The RooUnfold software
package contains a corrected response matrix error propagation, as proposed in Ref. [225]. The
resulting distributions from this additional error propagation contain identical bin contents to those
run without, but with larger uncertainties. These propagated uncertainties are added in quadrature
to the uncertainties obtained from the previous systematic studies to provide unfolded p(v2) dis-
tributions with statistical and systematic error bands. The final systematic p(v2) distributions are
discussed in Sec. 6.1.6.
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6.1.6 Systematic studies summary
The results of the systematic studies for quantities extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions
are summarized in Table 6.3. An additional systematic uncertainty of 0.5% was placed on the
cumulant values to account for the uncertainty in the tracking efficiencies. Total systematic un-
certainties are determined by adding the contribution from each study in quadrature. Figure 6.28
presents the total systematic uncertainties on the bins of the unfolded p(v2) distributions. Total bin
systematic uncertainties are obtained by adding the propagated matrix element uncertainties to the
those obtained from the remaining systematic studies in quadrature. Systematic uncertainties are
represented by gray bands.
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Figure 6.28: Final unfolded p(v2) distributions for 5% centrality intervals with statistical and
systematic error bars. Systematic errors are represented by gray bands.
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Table 6.3: Contribution from each systematic scale study. Systematic uncertainties reported as
percentages.
Source: Vertex Position Cuts
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–10% 1.6 4.1 4.5 4.5 106.9 0.9 1.1 0.1
10–20% 0.7 1.2 1.3 1.3 58.7 0.2 0.2 < 0.1
20–30% 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.7 23.6 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
30–50% 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 10.4 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
50–60% 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.7 16.5 0.1 0.2 < 0.1
Source: Response Matrix Uncertainty
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–10% 0.2 1.7 2.4 2.5 81.8 0.6 0.6 < 0.1
10–20% 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.7 51.9 0.2 0.2 < 0.1
20–30% 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 21.7 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
30–50% 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 13.4 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
50–60% 0.7 1.5 1.2 1.1 26.2 0.2 0.2 < 0.1
Source: Pileup Contamination
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–10% 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 27.9 0.2 0.3 < 0.1
10–20% 0.1 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 18.8 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
20–30% 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 9.4 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
30–50% 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 4.6 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
50–60% 0.1 < 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Source: Unfolding Regularization
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–10% < 0.1 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 5.3 0.1 0.2 < 0.1
10–20% < 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 20.1 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
20–30% < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.8 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
30–50% < 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 4.6 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
50–60% 0.1 1.4 1.4 1.4 17.4 0.2 0.2 < 0.1
Source: Track Quality Cuts
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–10% 1.2 2.1 2.1 2.1 20.3 0.2 0.2 < 0.1
10–20% 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.1 10.6 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
20–30% 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 2.5 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
30–50% 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.7 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
50–60% 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 3.9 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Source: Tracking Efficiencies
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–60% 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Total Systematic Uncertainty
v2{2} v2{4} v2{6} v2{8} γexp1 v2{6}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{4} v2{8}/v2{6}
0–10% 2.1 4.9 5.5 5.6 139.1 1.2 1.3 0.1
10–20% 1.1 1.7 1.9 1.9 83.7 0.3 0.3 < 0.1
20–30% 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.0 33.6 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
30–50% 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 18.6 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
50–60% 1.0 2.3 2.1 2.0 36.1 0.3 0.4 0.1
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6.2 Cross-checks
6.2.1 Tracker pT resolution
Differential flow measurements [97, 53] have shown a strong linear pT dependence of v2 harmonics
at low pT. Given the pT resolution of the tracker [200], shown in Fig. 3.4, it is necessary to check
the sensitivity of this analysis to biases from low pT particles leaking into and out of the acceptance,
which will alter the mean pT of particles measured in this analysis. To study this potential bias, the
analysis is re-run over minimum bias events, but with an additional 5% smearing in pT added to
each track. Ratios of the observables obtained to using the additionally smeared data relative to the
nominal tracking results are determined and the results of this study are shown in Figs. 6.29 – 6.31
for each. There is no statistically significant bias present for observables across all centralities in
this study. The typical resolution for the kinematic region explored in this analysis is on the order
of 1% and the observation of stable results in this study is evidence that this analysis technique is
not sensitive to the pT resolution of the tracker. Therefore, tracker pT resolution is not considered
as a source of systematic uncertainty for this analysis.
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Figure 6.29: Systematic bias on the cumulants extracted from unfolded p(v2) distributions as a
result of the tracker pT resolution. Biases reported are ratios of the additionally smeared data
relative to the nominal data selection.
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Figure 6.30: Systematic bias on the higher-order cumulant ratios extracted from unfolded p(v2)
distributions as a result of the tracker pT resolution. Biases reported are ratios of the additionally
smeared data relative to the nominal data selection.
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Figure 6.31: Systematic bias on the skewness extracted from unfolded p(v2) distributions as a
result of the tracker pT resolution. Biases reported are ratios of the additionally smeared data
relative to the nominal data selection.
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6.2.2 SVD unfolding
As an additional cross-check on the unfolding analysis, the unfolding procedure is repeated using
a different approach to invert the response matrix. In this case, the observed flow distributions and
response matrices are determined as outlined in Secs. 5.1 and 5.2.1, respectively. However, instead
of using D’Agostini iteration to invert the response matrix, the SVD Tikhonov regularization [223]















where p(vobsn,i ) is a vector that represents the observed distribution, Ki j = p(v
obs
n,i |vn, j) is the response





is a penalty term that encourages physical solutions, and δ is a term that determines the

















where L is a discretized second derivative operator, and p0(vn) is the initial prior discussed in
Sec. 5.2.2. This technique is regularized by the δ term, which is chosen as the number of signifi-
cant elements in a rotated p(vobsn,i ) vector that occurs during a singular-value decomposition of the
response matrix [223].
Results of this cross-check are shown in Figs. 6.32 – 6.35. In this study, both the unfolded
distributions and quantities extracted from each technique are compared. In the comparison of
the unfolded distributions, shown in Fig. 6.32, the unfolded distributions from each technique are
consistent in the bulk regions, but differ out at the tails for peripheral events. To further explore
this deviation, the quantities extracted from each distribution for each technique are compared
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in Figs. 6.33 – 6.35. For most centralities, the results are consistent within uncertainties, but
deviations become statistically significant for peripheral events. The deviation can be described
qualitatively by a phenomenon that occurs in the low-statistics tails of distributions obtained using
the SVD unfolding technique. For mid-central to peripheral bins, the tails of the SVD unfolded
distributions yield negative probabilities, which is clearly unphysical.
This negative probability effect is explored in further detail using a toy MC where there is
complete control over the inputs to the unfolding procedure. The results of the toy MC study
are shown in Fig. 6.36 where unfolded distributions obtained using both SVD and D’Agostini
iteration unfolding are compared to the MC truth distribution. Even in a toy MC, the SVD bin
contents yield negative probabilities at large v2 values. This is a consequence of the effectiveness
of each technique when bin contents in the observed distribution are small (< 10). The SVD
approach is essentially a least-squares fit, which implies that low event counts are not treated
correctly [223]. This often manifests as negative probabilities in unfolded distributions. Contrary
to SVD, D’Agostini iteration is a MLE approach [220], which better handles low event counts and
suppresses negative probability effects in unfolded distributions. Thus, D’Agostini iteration is a
more robust unfolding technique for this analysis and discrepancies between the two approaches
are not considered as a source of systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 6.32: Final unfolded p(v2) distributions for 5% centrality intervals for both D’Agostini and
SVD unfolding. D’Agostini unfolding has both statistical and systematic uncertainties while SVD
unfolding has only statistical errors.
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Figure 6.33: Cumulants extracted from p(v2) distributions obtained using both D’Agostini and
SVD unfolding. D’Agostini unfolding has both statistical and systematic uncertainties while SVD
unfolding has only statistical errors.
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Figure 6.34: Higher-order cumulant ratios extracted from p(v2) distributions obtained using both
D’Agostini and SVD unfolding. D’Agostini unfolding has both statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties while SVD unfolding has only statistical errors.
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Figure 6.35: Skewness measure of p(v2) distributions obtained using both D’Agostini and SVD
unfolding. D’Agostini unfolding has both statistical and systematic uncertainties while SVD un-
folding has only statistical errors.
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Figure 6.36: Toy MC unfolded p(v2) distributions obtained using both D’Agostini and SVD un-
folding compared to the MC truth distribution. The first two panels show the same distributions,
but on linear and semi-log scale respectively. The final panel shows the ratio of the unfolded dis-
tribution to the MC truth distribution and at large v2 values the negative probabilities from SVD




7.1 Cumulant elliptic flow harmonics
Cumulant elliptic flow harmonics are determined from the moments of the unfolded p(v2) distri-
butions using Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7). Figure 7.1 shows the behavior of the cumulant flow harmonics
for the four lowest, non-vanishing cumulant orders as a function of event centrality. For all central-
ities, the cumulant flow harmonics show the previously observed v2{2}> v2{4} ≈ v2{6} ≈ v2{8}
behavior [187, 188, 189]. However, a splitting between the higher-order cumulant flow harmon-
ics is also evident in the peripheral bins. This splitting between the higher-order cumulant flow
harmonics is explored further in Sec. 7.2.
In addition to obtaining cumulant flow harmonics from unfolded p(v2) distributions, cumu-
lants can also be obtained using m-particle correlations using the right hand side of Eq. (2.4) and
Eq. (2.7). To cross-check the unfolding analysis, a m-particle correlation analysis was run using the
same event and track selection. The cumulant flow harmonic results for both analyses are reported
in Fig. 7.2, where, for most centrality bins, the results are consistent amongst the two analysis
techniques. However, significant deviations between the two approaches are observed in central
bins, which is understood by each technique’s sensitivity to non-flow.
The sensitivity to non-flow for each technique is studied using the HIJING event generator. By
default, HIJING does not simulate flow effects and any flow signals measured in HIJING events
119
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Figure 7.1: Cumulant values extracted from the unfolded p(v2) distributions exhibiting the ex-
pected v2{2}> v2{4} ≈ v2{6} ≈ v2{8} behavior. Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are
shown. A fine-level splitting of the higher-order cumulants becomes more pronounced in periph-
eral bins.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of cumulants extracted from unfolded p(v2) distributions to those obtained
through multi-particle correlation measurements.
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will be a result of non-flow correlations. A flow afterburner is run on top of HIJING events to
impose a physical flow signal that largely preserves the underlying non-flow from event generation.
Three studies are performed to assess the sensitivity to non-flow for m-particle cumulant flow
harmonics and cumulant flow harmonics obtained from unfolded p(v2) distributions:
1. The “HIJING + flow” study: HIJING events are generated and a flow afterburner is ap-
plied that introduces a v2 signal that fluctuates event-by-event. The v2 fluctuations are
parametrized by an elliptic power law distribution similar to the parametrizations found in
Sec. 7.3 for mid-central collisions.
2. The “HIJING” study: HIJING events are generated and no afterburner is applied. If each
analysis technique was completely insensitive to non-flow, one would expect the techniques
to return cumulants with a value consistent with 0.
3. The “Flow” study: Events are generated using a toy MC that only accounts for event-by-
event elliptic flow fluctuations. To be consistent, the elliptic flow fluctuations are parametrized
using the same elliptic power law distribution from the HIJING + flow study.
Results from each of the non-flow studies are shown in Fig. 7.3. In all studies where there is a
flow signal, the unfolding cumulant flow harmonics are statistically consistent with the MC truth.
In cases where non-flow present, the m-particle correlations technique always returns cumulants
larger than the unfolding results. This behavior suggests that the multi-particle cumulants are more
sensitive to non-flow than the unfolding cumulants. When non-flow is removed, the two techniques
converge on the same values, which are statistically consistent with the MC truth. The unfolding
results in the HIJING study should only be interpreted qualitatively as the unfolded distribution
is highly unstable. The unfolded distribution is illustrated in Fig. 7.4 and is the result of over
130 000 iterations. The unfolding behavior appears to be converging on a very small signal, with
a very small width, similar to a Dirac delta Function. The extracted cumulants in this case are
consistent with the bin width of the histogram representing the unfolded distribution. This issue
arises because the unfolding technique inherently assumes smooth behavior for all iterations, but
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in this case is attempting to unfold a delta function-like behavior. Regardless, results of the three
MC studies provide evidence that the m-particle cumulant flow harmonics are more sensitive to
non-flow than those obtained from unfolding. Therefore, the unfolding is a more robust technique
































Figure 7.3: Comparison of cumulants extracted from unfolded p(v2) distributions to those obtained
through multi-particle correlation measurements using the HIJING event generator. Results are
compared to the truth values for scenarios where there are non-flow and flow signals, flow signals
only, and non-flow signals only present in the generated events.
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Figure 7.4: Final unfolded distribution for the HIJING study. Unlike the other studies that take on
the order of 4 iterations to converge, this distribution is the result of 130 000 iterations. Unfolding
results are unreliable in this case, as the procedure is trying to reproduce a distribution that has a
small signal and essentially zero width.
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7.2 Skewness of elliptic flow probability distributions
As was discussed in Chapter 2, the observation that v2{4} ≈ v2{6} ≈ v2{8} suggests that the
elliptic flow fluctuations are nearly Gaussian in nature. However, a lifted degeneracy in the cumu-
lant flow harmonics is expected based on non-Gaussian fluctuations in the initial state [178]. The
emergent splitting of the higher-order cumulant flow harmonics in Fig. 7.1 is quantified further by
inspecting ratios of differing-order cumulant flow harmonics. The ratios of the higher-order cumu-
lant flow harmonics are shown in Fig. 7.5 as a function of event centrality. Here, the degeneracy
is lifted in the higher-order cumulant flow harmonics such that v2{4}> v2{6}> v2{8}, providing
evidence of a deviation from the Gaussian model for elliptic flow fluctuations. In addition, the
cumulant flow harmonics are extracted with such precision that a fine-level splitting between the
v2{6} and v2{8} is observed on the order of 0.1% for the first time.
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Figure 7.5: Ratios of higher-order cumulants with values obtained from the moments of the un-
folded p(v2) distributions. Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown. Hydrodynamic
predictions for 2.76 TeV from Ref. [178] are presented as a colored band and are compared to
the measured v2{6}/v2{4} ratio. Theory predictions are consistent to the measurement within
uncertainties.
The primary finding in the hydrodynamic study in Ref. [178] was that the initial-state elliptic
anisotropy probability distribution is skewed with respect to the reaction plane and that the elliptic
flow response reflects this behavior. The results in Fig. 7.5 are further supported by the results in
Fig. 7.6, where the cumulant flow harmonics are used to estimate the skewness of the elliptic flow
probability distributions with respect to the reaction plane (γexp1 ). Here, a statistically significant
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negative skewness is observed for the same centralities that exhibit a splitting between the higher-
order cumulant flow harmonics. A negative skewness is also consistent with the observed v2{4}>
v2{6}> v2{8} ordering of the cumulant flow harmonics.
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Figure 7.6: The estimated skewness for the unfolded p(v2) as determined from its cumulant flow
harmonics with Eq. (2.12). Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown. Hydrodynamic
predictions for 2.76 TeV from Ref. [178] are presented as a colored band and are compared to the
measured skewness. Theory predictions are consistent to the measurement within uncertainties.
The results of the hydrodynamic study in Ref. [178] are available to compare to the measured
v2{6}/v2{4} and γexp1 values and are shown in the respective figures as colored bands. Within the
study, event-by-event hydrodynamic calculations were performed using Monte-Carlo Glauber ini-
tial conditions for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV energies. The hydrodynamic calculations
used an η/s value of 0.08 and assumed that the flow response was linear with a response coefficient
of κ = 0.21. Elliptic flow harmonics were obtained for pions with 0.2 < pT < 3.0 GeV/c and were
used to construct the cumulant flow harmonics and elliptic flow skewness. In addition, the 5.02 TeV
v2{6}/v2{4} and v2{8}/v2{4} results are compared in Fig. 7.7 to previous measurements by the
ATLAS collaboration in Ref. [189] for 2.76 TeV. In this comparison, the quantities measured
by the ATLAS collaboration used a different track selection than those in the 5.02 TeV analysis.
There, ATLAS selected tracks with 0.5 < pT < 20 GeV/c and |η | < 2.5. The hydrodynamic cal-
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culations are consistent with the experimental results found at both beam energies. Since only
small changes are expected for the initial-state eccentricities between 2.76 and 5.02 TeV [230],
agreement between hydrodynamic predictions and different collision energies might be expected.
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Figure 7.7: Ratios of higher-order cumulants with values obtained from the moments of the un-
folded p(v2) distributions measured by CMS compared to those measured by ATLAS in Ref. [189].
Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown for CMS as error bars and bands respec-
tively. ATLAS uncertainties are presented as statistical and systematic added in quadrature.
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7.3 Parametrizing the elliptic flow probability distributions
To gain further insight on the nature of the elliptic flow fluctuations, unfolded p(v2) distributions
are fitted with elliptic power law (Eq. (2.14)) and Bessel Gaussian (Eq. (2.3)) parametrizations.
The elliptic power law fits are done by first rewriting Eq. (2.13) in terms of the flow coefficients
assuming a linear flow response, with vn = knεn. Figure. 7.8 demonstrates the fit results for 5%
wide centrality bins for both the elliptic power law and Bessel-Gaussian parametrizations. Fit
qualities are assessed by refolding the fits using the response function and determining a χ2/do f
goodness of fit with respect to the observed distribution. This is done to suppress biases in χ2
due to the bin-to-bin correlations in the unfolded distributions. In all cases the elliptic power law
parametrization better describes the fluctuations, yielding a χ2/do f goodness-of-fit closer to 1
than for the Bessel-Gaussian. Fits are not shown below 15% centrality, as the fits do no converge
below this limit.
The elliptic power law parametrization outperforms the Bessel Gaussian parametrization, as
it is a more generalized function that naturally incorporates a finite skewness and has more free
parameters than the Bessel Gaussian. In addition, the elliptic power law parameterization is a more
attractive candidate for describing the fluctuation behavior, because the flow response coefficient
kn factorizes when fluctuations are non-Gaussian [191], meaning that it is a free parameter in the
transformed elliptic power law parametrization. This implies that the response coefficient can be
extracted from these fits without assuming a model for the initial-state conditions. When p(v2) dis-
tributions are fitted with a transformed Bessel Gaussian, the kn parameters cannot be disentangled,
resulting in the extraction of combined kn〈vRPn 〉 and knδvn parameters. The centrality dependence
of the response coefficient is of interest because viscous hydrodynamics predict that deviation
from thermal equilibrium result in a reduced correspondence between initial spatial anisotropy and
flow in peripheral collisions [231, 232]. A reliable extraction of the centrality dependence of the
response coefficient therefore provides an independent measure of the viscosity of the medium.
The centrality dependence of parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the unfolded
p(v2) distributions is shown in Fig 7.9. Here, the parameters extracted from the ATLAS p(v2)
126
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Figure 7.8: Elliptic power law (Eq. (2.14)) and Bessel-Gaussian (Eq. (2.3)) parametrizations fitted
to unfolded p(v2) distributions. Parameters extracted from each fit are provided in each panel
with respective statistical uncertainties. All parameters except α are reported as percentages. Fit
performance, as measured by the smeared-space χ2/do f goodness-of-fit, is presented as a function
of centrality for each parametrization.
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distributions and theoretical predictions from Ref. [183] are compared to the current analysis. The-
oretical predictions are obtained using Glauber and IP-Glasma [172, 173] initial conditions, where
the IP-Glasma model includes gluon saturation effects. The Glauber and IP-Glasma predictions
for ε0 and α parameters qualitatively capture the measured behavior, but deviate in magnitude.
The behavior of the response coefficient for both the ATLAS and hydrodynamic predictions using
η/s = 0.19 are in agreement with the current analysis. The consistency between the three inde-
pendent measurements provides the first steps toward a model-independent method for extracting
the response coefficients and the viscosity of the medium. The extracted parameters for the elliptic
power law fits are provided in Table 7.1 with respective statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 7.9: Centrality dependence of the parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to the
unfolded p(v2) distributions. Solid lines represent theoretical calculations from Ref. [183] using
viscous hydrodynamics with Glauber initial conditions and an η/s value of 0.19 to determine the
response coefficient (green line). In addition, the Glauber (blue lines) and IP Glasma (red lines)
models were used to predict the α and ε0 parameters. Parameters obtained from fits to the ATLAS
unfolded p(v2) distributions for PbPb collisions at 2.76 TeV are plotted as open symbols.
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Table 7.1: Parameters extracted from elliptic power law fits to unfolded p(v2) distributions.
Centrality α kn ε0
15–20% 69.3±1.2 0.3646±0.0029 0.1759±0.0014
20–25% 60.5±0.9 0.3768±0.0023 0.1967±0.0012
25–30% 49.5±0.6 0.3761±0.0019 0.2166±0.0011
30–35% 41.6±0.4 0.3774±0.0017 0.2285±0.0010
35–40% 32.8±0.3 0.3688±0.0014 0.2404±0.0009
40–45% 23.2±0.2 0.3380±0.0010 0.2641±0.0007
45–50% 20.9±0.2 0.3406±0.0010 0.2576±0.0007
50–55% 16.2±0.1 0.3181±0.0008 0.2666±0.0006
55–60% 12.8±0.1 0.2921±0.0007 0.2762±0.0005
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7.4 Event-shape engineering
Moving beyond the elliptic flow harmonic, the triangular and quadrangular flow harmonic fluctu-
ations are studied using a different analysis technique, event-shape engineering. The goal in this
study is to look at detailed correlations between flow harmonics of different orders and their re-
spective fluctuation behavior. The triangular and quadrangular flow fluctuations are expected to
follow the Gaussian model of fluctuations [175] and the event-shape engineering technique will
provide insights as to how the elliptic flow harmonic fluctuations influence these distributions.
Correlations between the moments of p(vn) distributions are obtained by coupling the event-
shape selection to the unfolding technique. Here, p(vn) distributions for harmonics n = 2–4 are
obtained for 5% wide centrality bins up to 60%. Within each centrality bin, events are further
divided into 10% bins based on their ellipticity q2 measured by the HF calorimeters. This event
classification transforms a single centrality bin into 10 data points, allowing access to detailed cor-
relations that are otherwise destroyed using event-averaging techniques. For each flow harmonic
distribution, the first and second moments are extracted and correlated to spectrum-weighted aver-
age q2 values. In addition, the moments of different-order harmonics are correlated using the same
q2 selection.
The correlations between the moments of elliptic flow probability distributions and event ellip-
ticity are shown in Fig 7.10. Here, there is a clear linear correlation between the mean and RMS
elliptic flow with event ellipticity. This measurement illustrates how flow is a global collective ob-
servable, in that flow measured in different regions with large separation yield a similar behavior.
The elliptic flow standard deviation shows no strong correlation to event ellipticity, but does show
a strong correlation with centrality. This observation implies that this quantity is correlated with
system size. The correlation between the relative elliptic flow fluctuations σv2/〈v2〉 illustrates a
two-fold effect: the negative correlation is a result of the positive correlation between mean elliptic
flow and event ellipticity and no correlation between the fluctuations and event ellipticity.
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the correlation between triangular and quadrangular flow with
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Cent 40 - 45% Cent 45 - 50%
Cent 50 - 55% Cent 55 - 60%
Figure 7.10: Moments (mean and variance) of p(v2) distributions correlated to event ellipticity.
Only statistical errors are shown.
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predicted by the Glauber model is captured in the mean, standard deviation, and RMS v3 behavior
with q2 selection. In a similar vein, a clear non-linear correlation between quadrangular flow and
event ellipticity is seen with the behavior of the mean, standard deviation, and RMS v4 values with
q2 selection. This behavior is understood in that higher-order (n > 3) harmonics have two sources:
the underlying initial state spatial anisotropy and the mixing of lower-order flow harmonics [233,
234, 235]. The relative fluctuations of both v3 and v4 values all hover around the same value of 0.5,
regardless of centrality. This behavior is an indicator that flow harmonics with n > 2 arise from
initial-state eccentricity fluctuations (〈vRPn 〉 = 0), which are Gaussian in nature. In this scenario,
the relative fluctuations are predicted to be σ/〈vn〉 =
√
4/π−1 ≈ 0.52 [236], which arises from
setting 〈vRPn 〉= 0 in Eq. (2.3) and finding the mean and variance of the distribution.
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show the correlation between higher-order flow harmonics and elliptic
flow. Here, the q2 selection is “hidden” within the data points, where each point represents the
p(vn) distribution moment for a single q2 bin. The apparent “infinite correlation” between the σv3
and σv4 values with σv2 values is a consequence of elliptic flow fluctuations having no correlation
with event ellipticity. This provides a clear picture of the underlying correlations between elliptic,
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Figure 7.11: Moments (mean and variance) of p(v3) distributions correlated to event ellipticity.
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Figure 7.12: Moments (mean and variance) of p(v4) distributions correlated to event ellipticity.
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Figure 7.13: Moments (mean and variance) of p(v3) distributions correlated to moments of p(v2)
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Figure 7.14: Moments (mean and variance) of p(v4) distributions correlated to moments of p(v2)




In summary, this thesis seeks to answer the question of whether initial-state spatial anisotropy
fluctuations can be quantified experimentally and how this information can be used to constrain
the theoretical understanding of the physics governing the early stages of the QGP. To answer
this question, probability distributions describing final-state flow harmonic fluctuation behavior
for 5% wide centrality bins up to 60% were obtained for PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and
non-Gaussian behavior in the fluctuations of v2 coefficients has been observed. Final-state flow
fluctuation behavior was related to initial-state spatial anisotropy fluctuations through a cumulant
expansion, fits using transformed eccentricity fluctuation parametrizations, and the event-shape
engineering technique. To provide further constraints on the understanding of the initial state,
predictions using state-of-the-art models for fluctuating initial conditions, which include effects
from gluon saturation, were compared to the high precision measurements.
Cumulant flow harmonics were calculated from the moments of the elliptic flow probability
distributions and a fine-structure splitting was observed between v2 {4}, v2 {6}, and v2 {8} cumu-
lants. In addition, the standardized skewness with respect to the reaction plane was estimated using
the cumulant results and was found to have a negative value with a magnitude that increases with
centrality. Both measurements are consistent with a breakdown in the Gaussian model of elliptic
flow fluctuations. These precision measurements of the deviation from Gaussian behavior place
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constraints on how the event-by-event fluctuation in the transverse profile of a collision is mod-
eled. With this, it has been shown that the generally assumed isotropic 2D Gaussian behavior for
initial-state spatial anisotropy fluctuations cannot replicate the final-state flow harmonic fluctuation
behavior.
Bessel-Gaussian and elliptic power law parametrizations were fitted to the unfolded p(v2) dis-
tributions to gain further insight on the nature of the initial-state spatial anisotropy fluctuations.
Both parametrizations assume a linear response between eccentricity and flow, but only the elliptic
power law allows for a finite skewness. This flexibility allows the elliptic power law parametriza-
tion to provide a more accurate description of p(v2) (and ultimately p(ε2)) distributions than the
Bessel-Gaussian parametrization. This finding is consistent with the cumulant results. The trans-
formed elliptic power fits to the unfolded p(v2) distributions provide additional discriminators to
the underlying physics in the initial stages of heavy-ion collisions. The centrality dependence
of the flow response coefficient k2 provides a model-independent measure of the viscosity of the
medium and therefore can be used to constrain underlying assumptions in models of the initial
state. Thus, in addition to matching the predicted eccentricities to measured flow coefficients, the
model viscosity must now also replicate the system size dependence of the response coefficients.
Moreover, the centrality dependence of the inferred average eccentricity in the reaction plane (ε0)
and fluctuation magnitude (α) parameters from the elliptic power law fits provide powerful dis-
criminators for competing models of the initial state. While the predictions from the Glauber and
IP-Glasma models qualitatively matched the behavior of these parameters, they deviated in mag-
nitude. Since the two approaches differ in the assumption of the contributions to the initial-state
azimuthal anisotropy (participant nucleons and/or their substructures), they yield different values
for the eccentricity harmonics. The quantitative disagreement between prediction and measure-
ment provide grounds for further tuning of these models.
In addition, the underlying distributions of flow harmonics for orders n = 2–4 have been mea-
sured at mid-rapidity and correlated to event ellipticity as estimated at forward rapidity. Events
were divided into 5% wide centrality and 10% wide ellipticity bins. The moments of each un-
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derlying flow harmonic probability distribution were correlated to event ellipticity and, using the
same event selection, were correlated to the moments of other-ordered flow harmonic distributions.
The mean and RMS moments of p(v2) distributions exhibit a linear correlation with event ellip-
ticity while the same moments from p(v3) distributions show a clear anti-correlation. The values
of the relative fluctuations for p(v3) distributions are consistent with a fluctuations-only scenario,
where the average v3 value with respect to the reaction plane is 0 and any non-zero coefficients
are the result of initial-state eccentricity fluctuations. In this scenario the relative fluctuations are
predicted to have the value σv3/〈v3〉=
√
4/π−1≈ 0.52. While the mean and RMS moments of
p(v4) distributions show a clear non-linear correlation to event ellipticity, the relative fluctuations
are consistent with a mean v4 value with respect to the reaction plane of 0. These observations
suggest that there are two contributions to the v4 coefficient: initial-state eccentricity fluctuations
and elliptic flow.
Perhaps the most interesting prospects for future study would be to extend this analysis tech-
nique to small systems like pp and pPb collisions. Measurement of the underlying distributions
of flow harmonics can bring insight on the source of the anisotropies observed in these collision
systems and help to answer the question on whether or not a small QGP droplet is formed. The
number of particles produced in these collisions places a limiting factor on the success of unfold-
ing. Particle production in pp and pPb collisions can be likened to peripheral PbPb collisions where
statistical smearing effects are greatest. In addition, independent measurements in pp and pPb col-
lisions have shown smaller flow signals. The combination of small flow signals and large smearing
effects provides potential for a breakdown in the unfolding procedure. In order to extract meaning-
ful p(vn) distributions in these small systems great care will be needed in choosing which events to
analyze. With the access to higher collision energies, the smearing effects become less and less of
an issue. Beyond the limiting factors with unfolding, the response matrix cannot currently be built
for pPb collision systems, as they are asymmetric. A new procedure for determining the response
matrix for pPb collisions must be defined before this analysis can be considered viable.
This thesis discusses some of the work done to improve detector calibrations for the CMS
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silicon tracker. With the inclusion of dedicated heavy-ion tracker alignment and beamspot cali-
bration workflows in the PCL, the quality of data collected by the CMS detector during heavy-ion
operations has improved. This, in turn, has allowed for more robust physics analyses to be run
immediately after data collection.
To conclude, significant work has been done to analyze and understand the role of initial-state
eccentricity fluctuations in PbPb collisions. Studies performed using the HIJING event generator
have indicated that the unfolding technique is a more robust method for removing non-flow ef-
fects from measurements than the standard m-particle correlations technique. The inclusion of the
unfolding technique into standard flow analyses has provided an unprecedented degree of preci-
sion for measuring cumulant flow harmonics, which have been used to elucidate the finer struc-
tures of the underlying eccentricity probability distributions. Transformed initial-state eccentricity
parametrizations fitted to unfolded p(v2) distributions have provided the first steps toward obtain-
ing model-independent parameters that relate to the initial-state spatial anisotropy and viscosity of
the medium created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. Moreover, the union of the event-shape
engineering and unfolding techniques has provided detailed insights on the nature of higher-order
flow harmonic fluctuations and how they relate to initial-state eccentricity fluctuations.
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Derivation of the cumulant flow harmonics
A.1 Moment and cumulant generating functions
The moments of a probability distribution are a set of quantities that describe its behavior. The




If a random variable x is distributed according to a probability distribution p(x), then its moments
can be obtained using a moment-generating function. The moment-generating function for a ran-




which is interpreted as the expectation value of the random variable ekx. To illustrate the source of


















x2 p(x)dx+ . . .
= 1+ k〈x〉+ k
2
2!
〈x2〉+ . . .
(A.3)
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Here, the nth-order moment is obtained by differentiating the moment-generating function n times





























Cumulants are an alternative set of quantities that can be used to describe the behavior of a
probability distribution. Cumulants and moments of a probability distribution are directly related
in that the moments determine the cumulants and vice versa. Cumulants are obtained using a
cumulant-generating function, which is defined as the natural logarithm of the moment generating
function
G(k)≡ logM(k). (A.6)










Here, the nth-order cumulant Cn is obtained by differentiating the cumulant-generating function n
161




















































































and so on. The first three orders of cumulants (n = 1–3) are equivalent to the respective orders of
central moments (
´
(x−〈x〉)n p(x)dx) for a probability distribution. The lowest-order cumulants
are commonly referred to as the mean, the variance, and the skewness, respectively. The cumulants
diverge from the central moments beyond n = 3.
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A.2 Cumulant flow harmonics
The cumulant flow harmonics in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.7) are obtained by assuming that the fluctuation














where the coordinate system is chosen such that the x̂ vector points in the direction of the reaction
plane. Here, the average flow in the ŷ direction is set to 0 in order to conserve parity [178]. Setting

















Here, σ2 denotes the variance of the distribution. However, in this isotropic Gaussian case, σ2vn =
σ2. Before calculating cumulant flow harmonics, Eq. (A.12) must be transformed to the laboratory
frame, where the reaction plane angle is assumed to be uniformly distributed. This is achieved by
exponentiating the right-hand-side of Eq. (A.12), making the substitution~k = (k cosφ ,k sinφ), and
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The mth-order cumulant flow harmonic in the laboratory frame is then obtained using Eq. (2.6).














vn{2}2 = 〈vRPn 〉2 +2σ2,
(A.14)
















vn{4}4 = 〈vRPn 〉4,
(A.15)
and so on. Continuing to higher orders will reproduce the results of Eq. (2.8).
Since the reaction plane is inaccessible in experiment, the findings of Eq. (2.8) are not practical
in terms of a measurement. As was shown in Chapter 5 the distribution of flow harmonics can be
measured and from it can be extracted its moments. Following the assumptions at the beginning
of this section, integration of the isotropic 2D Gaussian of Eq. (A.11) over the azimuthal depen-
dence yields the Bessel Gaussian distribution of Eq. (2.3). A moment expansion of this probability
164
distribution yields (for even-order moments):
〈v2n〉= 〈vRPn 〉2 +2δ 2vn (A.16)
〈v4n〉= 〈vRPn 〉4 +8〈vRPn 〉2δ 2vn +8δ
4
vn (A.17)
〈v6n〉= 〈vRPn 〉6 +18〈vRPn 〉4δ 2vn +72〈v
RP
n 〉2δ 4vn +48δ
2
vn (A.18)
〈v8n〉= 〈vRPn 〉8 +32〈vRPn 〉6δ 2vn +288〈v
RP
n 〉4δ 4vn +768〈v
RP
n 〉2δ 6vn +384δ
8
vn (A.19)
The cumulant flow harmonics of Eq. (2.7) can now be derived by eliminating the δvn term from
Eqs. (A.16)– (A.19), solving each for 〈vRPn 〉m, and then plugging the results into Eq. (2.8). In order
to achieve a compact form, solutions are first derived for the lowest orders and then bootstrapped
to higher orders. Solving for 〈vRPn 〉2 in Eq (A.16) yields
〈vRPn 〉2 = 〈v2n〉−2δ 2vn, (A.20)
and plugging this into Eq. (2.8) gives
vn{2}2 = 〈v2n〉−2δ 2vn +2σ
2. (A.21)
Given the assumed isotropic Gaussian behavior, δ 2vn = σ
2 in this case, and the final result for the
second-order cumulant flow harmonic is
vn{2}2 = 〈v2n〉. (A.22)
Before moving to higher orders, an expression for δ 2vn is needed in terms of the moments. To











The fourth-order cumultant flow harmonic is determined by plugging Eq. (A.23) into Eq. (A.23)
and solving for 〈vRPn 〉4
〈vRPn 〉4 = 2〈v2n〉2−〈v4n〉. (A.24)
Plugging this result into Eq. (2.8) then gives an expression for the fourth-order cumulant flow
harmonic in terms of the moments
vn{4}4 = 2〈v2n〉2−〈v4n〉. (A.25)
Repeating this procedure for increasing orders of cumulants and utilizing the results from the lower




B.1 Gaussian response matrix
For Gaussian smearing effects, the response function is built from a standard, 2D Gaussian distri-















where ~vobsn is the observed (smeared) flow vector for the event, ~vn is the true underlying flow
vector for the event, and δvn is the width of the smearing distribution. In general, flow analyses
are more interested in the magnitude of the flow vector. In order to obtain a response function for
the magnitude of flow, the 2D Gaussian is projected onto the radial direction. This is achieved by
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where I0 is the modified Bessel Function of the first kind. The width for this distribution is ex-
tracted from the average of the widths obtained from Gaussian fits to the x- and y-projections of
the rescaled subevent difference distribution. These projections are themselves 1D Gaussian dis-
tributions centered at zero with equal widths. With Eq. B.2 fully parametrized, it can then be used
to populate each element of the response matrix. Once the Gaussian response matrix is populated
it can be used in the unfolding technique described in section 5.2.2.
B.2 Student’s t-response matrix




















where ν is the number of degrees of freedom and Γ(x) is the gamma function. The mean of this
distribution is always zero and its variance is driven solely by the number of degrees of freedom,
which is always greater than one, σ2 = ν/(ν−2). With these features, the standard Student’s




























where the mean is no longer fixed at zero, but shifts to µ . The variance is no longer driven solely
by the number of degrees of freedom and therefore able to be less than one, σ2 = δ 2ν/(ν−2).
As was done with the Gaussian response function, one can build a Student’s t-response function




























Again, the interest is in the magnitude of flow, so this distribution is then projected onto the radial






























vobsn dφ . (B.6)
In this case, the integral over the azimuthal variable cannot be determined analytically and therefore
must be evaluated numerically. The number of degrees of freedom for each event class is set as
the average particle multiplicity for that class minus one, ν = 〈N〉− 1. Similar to the Gaussian
response matrix approach, the width for this function can be obtained by Student’s t-fits to the
rescaled subevent difference distributions. This fully parametrized response function can be used
to populate each element of the response matrix. Once the Student’s t-response matrix is populated





Here, the unfolding performance for all p(v2) distributions quoted in this analysis obtained using
D’Agostini iteration unfolding is provided. Each figure has the following form:
• Panel A shows the response matrix obtained using the methods described in Secs. 5.2.1
and 5.2.1.1.
• Panel B shows both the observed and final unfolded distributions. The observed distribution
is unfolded using the response matrix in panel A.
• Panel C shows the correlation matrix for the final unfolded distribution in panel B. The
bin-to-bin correlations are a result of the unfolding procedure itself and the non-diagonal
elements in the response matrix.
• Panel D shows a χ2/NDF goodness of fit between the refolded and observed distributions
as a function of iteration. A dotted line at χ2/NDF = 1.2 signifies the iteration cutoff point.
• Panel E shows each iteration of the unfolding procedure refolded with the response matrix.















































































D'Agostini iter = 1
D'Agostini iter = 2
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D'Agostini iter = 8
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D'Agostini iter = 32
Cent 0 - 5%
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Here, the unfolding performance for all p(v2) distributions quoted in this analysis obtained using
SVD unfolding is provided. Each figure has the following form:
• Panel A shows the response matrix obtained using the methods described in Secs. 5.2.1
and 5.2.1.1.
• Panel B shows both the observed and final unfolded distributions. The observed distribution
is unfolded using the response matrix in panel A.
• Panel C shows the correlation matrix for the final unfolded distribution in panel B. The
bin-to-bin correlations are a result of the unfolding procedure itself and the non-diagonal
elements in the response matrix.
• Panel D shows a χ2/NDF goodness of fit between the refolded and observed distributions
as a function of iteration. A dotted line at χ2/NDF = 1.2 signifies the iteration cutoff point.
• Panel E shows each iteration of the unfolding procedure refolded with the response matrix.
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Figure C.24: p(v2) SVD unfolding performance plots for events in the 55–60% centrality bin.
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